
Abstract

HANNAS, BENJAMIN LEE. Investigation of Active Failure Detection Algorithms.

(Under the direction of Dr. Stephen L. Campbell.)

This study analyzes two robust failure detection algorithms and applies the algo-

rithms to three power system models. An optimal test signal to distinguish between a

failure model and a normal model is calculated using the two algorithms. Advantages

and disadvantages of each algorithm, Direct Optimization (DO) and Constrained

Control (CC), are discussed. DO uses complex software (Sparse Optimal Control

Software by The Boeing Corporation) to solve the necessary and boundary condi-

tions of the optimization problem directly. CC utilizes free software (SciLab by Inria,

Enpc.) to solve a two-point boundary value problem based on the necessary and

boundary conditions of the optimization problem. Both algorithms yield similar sig-

nals, but DO is faster and more accurate yet requires expensive software. CC is not

as robust, but can be run on free software and does not need as much fine tuning as

the DO algorithm. Examples presented are two DC motor models and a linearized

gas turbine model.
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Chapter 1

Fault Detection

1.1. Introduction

The idea of failure detection is to find faults with a system before the faults reduce the

performance of the system with inefficient operation or cause a catastrophic event.

There are two types of failure detection methods, passive and active. In passive de-

tection, the system outputs are monitored for deviations from what is established as

“normal” output behavior. A paper that discusses four different passive approaches

for failure detection and isolation is [9] by P.M. Frank. Passive detection is a con-

tinuous process and can be quite costly depending on the system, and it allows for

faults to be masked by the outputs, as can be seen in Example 1.1.

Example 1.1. Consider a simple model of an electric motor

found in the Matlab “Creating and Manipulating Models” help file

under “State-Space Models” [16]. The motor can be modeled by

d2θ

dt2
+ 2

dθ

dt
+ 5θ = 3I, (1)

where θ is the angular displacement of the rotor and I is a con-

stant driving current [16]. For simplicity, let us perform a change

of variables by letting φ = θ − 3/5I. Thus, since I is a constant,

equation (1) becomes

d2φ

dt2
+ 2

dφ

dt
+ 5φ = 0. (2)
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The second-order model in equation (2) can be reduced to a system

of two first-order equations by defining x1 = φ and x2 = dφ/dt to

obtain

ẋ1 = x2, (3a)

ẋ2 = −5x1 − 2x2, (3b)

where x1 is angular displacement and x2 is angular velocity. Sys-

tem (3) can be transferred into state-space form by defining

A =

 0 1

−5 −2

 , C =
(

0 1
)

, x =

 x1

x2

 ,

so that

ẋ = Ax, (4a)

y = Cx. (4b)

Let us extend this model to two motor systems, one with a

failure and one without. Let model 0 represent the normal system

and model 1 the failed system. Consider a motor that is continually

operating for a long period of time and has a constant rotational

velocity (think of a fan). Under normal operating conditions the

angular acceleration (ẋ2) is zero, so for the normal system with no

external input, equation (3b) becomes

0 = −5x1 − 2x2,

or, solving for the rotational velocity x2,

x2 = −2.5x1. (5)

Switching to the failure case, consider a failed system that

appears exactly like the unfailed system under the normal operating
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conditions given in equation (5). Recall that the normal system is

given with

A0 =

 0 1

−5 −2

 , (6)

so define the failed system matrix as

A1 =

 0 1

−0.2 −0.08

 . (7)

Thus, if the angular acceleration is set to zero,

ẋ2 = −0.2x1 − 0.08x2 = 0

=⇒ x2 =
−0.2

−0.08
x1

=⇒ x2 = −2.5x1,

the system reduces again to equation (5) for the failure model under

normal operating conditions (ẋ2 = 0). �

With the scenario given above, if both the failure and normal motors were to start

from rest, it is easy to see that the failure motor will accelerate much slower than the

normal motor. However, consider a scenario that the motor starts with the proper

acceleration and runs for a very long time, and during this time the system degrades

(wires corroding, etc.) to produce the failure model above. With passive detection,

the failure will not be detected until the system stops or the system is turned off. For

critical components, stopping can be a very undesired effect. The solution for this is

to use active detection, which provides a quick technique for checking the system for

failures on any standardized interval with minimal disturbance to the system.

The idea behind active detection is to design a test signal that will alter the system

just enough to determine whether the system has a failure or not. This input signal

must be large enough to positively identify if the system has a failure, but still be small

to not disturb the normal operation of the system. The determination of whether or

not the system has a failure comes from monitoring the actual output of the system.
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The output is then compared to computed output values of the normal system and

the failed system to see which model the actual output belongs. The input signal

must be large enough that the two theoretical outputs (failed and unfailed) have no

outputs in common, even in the presence of some noise or uncertainty.

In this thesis we will begin by discussing the mathematics behind the optimal

input signal as well as two algorithms developed from this theory in Chapter 2. Then

we will compare two computational algorithms for different test cases in Chapter 3.

Chapter 4 will tie together the discussion of failure detection and look at future

possibilities.
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Chapter 2

Designing a Detection Signal

2.1. Introduction

There are two main algorithms that we use to find the optimal input signal: a con-

strained control (CC) approach and a direct optimization (DO) approach. We begin

by describing the underlying principles in common with the two theories in Section 2.2,

then the unique properties of each algorithm are treated separately in Sections 2.3

and 2.4. Throughout the discussion we only consider models with additive uncer-

tainty. Additive uncertainty assumes noise is only added to the system as a whole

(see system (8) below). Another type of uncertainty is model uncertainty in which

each piece of the system has uncertainty included (see [4, 7] for more details). The

following presentation of theory relies heavily on [4, 5, 8].

2.2. Common Principles in DO and CC

We begin by considering two models with additive noise, which can be given by the

state-space representation

ẋi = Aixi + Biv + Miµi, (8a)

yi = Cixi + Div + Niµi, (8b)

for i = 0, 1, representing the normal model (i = 0) and the failure model (i = 1).

In system (8), xi are the state variables, yi are the outputs, v are the inputs (same
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for both failed and normal models), and µi are the noise. The matrices Ai, Bi, Mi,

Ci, Di, and Ni are of appropriate dimensions. We consider the model over a time

period [0, τ ], where τ will be referred to as the test period. We also assume v, µi are

in L2[0, τ ] = L2 (the standard Euclidean norm), so xi and yi are also in L2. Also, Ni

have full row rank [4].

Let Ai(v) be the output set of model i for i = 0, 1 (the set of all possible yi for an

input v and model i). As discussed in the introduction, the ideal situation for fault

detection is if the two sets have no outputs in common,

A0(v) ∩ A1(v) = ∅. (9)

This means that if we input the detection signal, v, into the actual system, the output

of the system will uniquely identify the system as failed or normal. What we wish to

find is the minimum v needed to create the situation in equation (9). So, for Example

1.1, we want to find the smallest signal that we can input into the system to determine

whether the motor has a failure. However, we need to make an assumption about the

noise before developing algorithms to find the minimum detection signal.

If we proceed without bounding the uncertainty, or noise, in the model, any output

would be possible from either model. (Think about system (8) with µi used to control

the system to any desired value.) This means equation (9) cannot be satisfied and

model identification cannot be performed with absolute certainty. Thus, we assume

that the noise is bounded in the L2 norm. That is, we let Si be the noise measure

where

Si(xi(0), µi) = xi(0)
T Qixi(0) +

∫ τ

0

|µi(t)|2dt < 1, (10)

for i = 0, 1. Our choice of 1 as the noise bound is arbitrary and chosen for simplicity.

Bounds other than 1 can be used by rescaling Mi, Ni, and Qi. This bound can be

altered to be used for model uncertainty, but we leave equation (10) as is since we

assume only additive uncertainty [8].
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With the noise bounded, we can now focus on separating the output sets of the

failed and unfailed models. Let us begin with some terminology. We say an auxiliary

detection signal, v, is proper and guarantees failure detection if and only if

A0(v) ∩ A1(v) = ∅. (11)

If such a signal exists, it is usually easy to find one since “large” signals will usually

satisfy equation (11) [4]. Using the motor system from Example 1.1, we can think

of “large” as either turning the motor off and then back on, or loading the motor

with a lot of current to greatly alter the acceleration. These are extreme cases, but

we can then easily tell if the motor has a failure or not based on the velocity output

change (recall that the failure motor will have a much slower acceleration than the

normal motor). However, one of the goals stated in the introduction was to find a test

signal that could be performed in a short amount of time and have minimal effect on

the system. Given this criteria, we would like to find the minimum energy detection

signal, so we need to find a proper detection signal of minimum norm. Figure 1 is

a representation of the minimum norm detection signal being used to separate the

two output sets. A detection signal is called strictly proper if the output sets are a

positive distance apart.

A (v)
0

A (v)
1

A (0)
0

A (0)
1

y
0 y

1

Figure 1. A proper detection signal, v, pushes the output sets, Ai, of
the models apart.
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We now consider the definition of proper in detail and develop a computational

criteria for a proper detection signal. If (x0, µ0, x1, µ1) satisfy system (8) and satisfy

the noise bound (10), then, by definition, a proper detection signal, v, ensures that

the output sets of the models will be distinct. For computational reasons, however,

we want to look at the problem from another angle. Let us say if (x0, µ0, x1, µ1)

satisfy the models and v is a proper detection signal, but the outputs are still not

distinct, then (x0, µ0, x1, µ1) must not satisfy the noise bound Si < 1. Therefore, if

(x0, µ0, x1, µ1) satisfy the models and v is proper and there exists y ∈ S0 ∩ S1, then

Si ≥ 1 for some i. Since this statement is true for some i, it must be that

max{S0(x0(0), µ0),S1(x1(0), µ1)} ≥ 1. (12)

As this must be true for all possible (x0, µ0, x1, µ1) that satisfy the models but do not

have distinct outputs, it is sufficient to ensure it is true for the minimum of them.

Thus, we have

min
xi, µi

max{S0(x0(0), µ0),S1(x1(0), µ1)} ≥ 1. (13)

With this in mind, we can give a more technical definition of proper [8].

Lemma 2.1. (Proper Detection Signal): The auxiliary signal, v, is proper if and

only if for y0 = y1 and for all (x0, µ0, x1, µ1) satisfying

ẋi = Aixi + Biv + Miµi,

yi = Cixi + Div + Niµi,

then

min
xi, µi

max{S0(x0(0), µ0),S1(x1(0), µ1)} ≥ 1.

v is called not proper otherwise [8].

The inner maximization is not continuous as it is over the discrete set i. We

replace the discontinuous maximum problem with a continuous one and switch the
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max and min (see Lemma 3.2.1 in [4]). That is, we introduce a β ∈ [0, 1] such that

min
xi, µi

max{S0(x0(0), µ0),S1(x1(0), µ1)} ≥ 1

can be changed to the continuous problem

min
xi, µi

max (βS0(x0(0), µ0) + (1− β)S1(x1(0), µ1)) ≥ 1.

Using a proof from [4], we can switch the max and min to obtain

max
0≤β≤1

min
xi, µi

(βS0(x0(0), µ0) + (1− β)S1(x1(0), µ1)) ≥ 1, (14)

subject to

ẋi = Aixi + Biv + Miµi, (15a)

yi = Cixi + Div + Niµi, (15b)

for i = 0, 1 [8].

For use in both algorithms, we define a cost function

δ(v) = ξ(τ)T Wξ(τ) +

∫ τ

0

|v|2 + ξT Uξdt, (16a)

ξ̇ = Fξ + Gv, ξ(0) = 0, (16b)

where W , U are positive semi-definite matrices and F , G are chosen by design consid-

erations. Typically, we let F = A0 and G = B0 so that (16b) represents the normal

behavior of the system without any uncertainties. Then ξ(t) is an a-priori estimate

of x0(t). Penalizing ξ amounts to penalizing the effect of v on the system during the

test period assuming no failure has occurred [5]. We also note that U , W are positive

semidefinite matrices, and δ is a norm on L2. Note that if U and W are both zero,

then δ(v) is just the L2 norm of v (and we denote δ(v) = ||v||).

Finding the minimum energy, proper detection signal is then equivalent to finding

the cost function δ(v) such that (14) holds, subject to (15) for i = 0, 1 with y0 = y1.
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With the theoretical framework in place, we can now look at two algorithms for

finding this minimum energy, proper detection signal.

2.3. Constrained Control Approach

Using the theory from Section 2.2 as a backbone for the discussion, we now consider

the constrained control algorithm in detail. We begin by reviewing our state-space

representation,

ẋi = Aixi + Biv + Miµi, (17a)

yi = Cixi + Div + Niµi, (17b)

for i = 0, 1. All vectors and matrices are defined as in the previous section. The test

period is [0, τ ], and the noise measure is

Si(xi(0), µi) = xi(0)
T P−1

i0 xi(0) +

∫ τ

0

|µi(t)|2dt < 1. (18)

Looking at our state-space system, since the Ni’s have full row rank, we have that

for any L2 functions v and y, there exist L2 functions µi satisfying (17). If we define

σ(v) = inf
µi,xi,y

max(S0(v),S1(v))

subject to (17) for i = 0, 1, then the non-existence of a solution to (17) and (18) is

equivalent to σ(v) ≥ 1 [8]. This is based on our main problem formulation where we

assume the states and noise satisfy the models and v is a proper detection signal, but

that the outputs are not distinct. Thus, the states and noise must not satisfy the

noise bound.

From this, we want to use our continuous noise bound from equation (14) to define

σ(v) as

σ(v) = max
β∈[0,1]

φβ(v), where (19a)

φβ(v) = inf
µi,xi,y

(βS0(v) + (1− β)S1(v)) , (19b)
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subject to (17), i = 0, 1.

We use [5] as a guide to set up the following systems. Let X⊥ and X⊥ denote

maximal rank right and left annihilators of matrix X. Let

(
F0 F1

)
=

E0

E1

⊥

, x =

x0

x1

 , µ =

µ0

µ1



A =

A0 0

0 A1

 , B =

B0

B1

 , M =

M0 0

0 M1

 ,

C =
(
F0C0 F1C1

)
, D = F0D0 + F1D1, N =

(
F0N0 F1N1

)
,

P−1
β =

βP−1
0,0 0

0 (1− β)P−1
1,0

 , Jβ =

βI 0

0 (1− β)I

 ,

where I is the identity matrix of proper dimension. Then we can reformulate prob-

lem (19) as (20) and (21),

φβ(v) = inf
µ,x

x(0)T P−1
β x(0) +

∫ τ

0

µT Jβµ dt, (20)

ẋ = Ax + Bv + Mµ, (21a)

0 = Cx + Dv + Nµ. (21b)

We assume that for some β ∈ [0, 1], that

NT
⊥JβN⊥ > 0

and the infimum exists. Then the problem is to min
v

δ(v) subject to

σ(v) = max
β∈B, s∈[0,τ ]

φβ(v) ≥ 1. (22)

However, the problem of finding an optimal auxiliary signal can be reformulated

into a more computationally useful form by combining the minimization of δ(v) with

the maximization of φβ(v). If we restrict our minimization to not include the v = 0
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case (trivial solution), then we can redefine min
v 6=0

δ(v) as max
v 6=0

1
δ(v)

. Since both conditions

are now maximizations, let us define

λβ =
φβ

δ(v)
.

Then we want to maximize over this quantity, so define

λ∗ = max
v 6=0,β∈[0,1]

λβ = max
v 6=0,β∈[0,1]

φβ(v)

δ(v)
. (23)

Looking back at (22), the condition that s ∈ [0, τ ] has been added to account

for the maximum value of φβ(v, s) not occurring at s = τ . In most cases, however,

the max does occur at the endpoint. Let us assume the max occurs at some point ŝ

before τ . Because of the dependence of φβ on v, the solution of v within our cost δ(v)

is zero from ŝ to τ . Thus, without changing the problem, we can consider v only on

[0, ŝ] in the cost. Using this fact, we define λβ from (23) as follows,

λβ, s = max
v 6=0

φβ(v)

ξ(s)T Wξ(s) +
∫ s

0
|v|2 + ξT Uξ dt

, (24)

with λβ = max
s≤τ

λβ, s. This problem is reformulated as

max
v

φβ(v, s)− λδ(v) =

max
v

inf
µ,x

x(0)T P−1
β x(0)− λξ(τ)T Wξ(τ) +

∫ s

0

µT Jβµ− λ
(
ξT Uξ + |v|2

)
dt (25)

subject to (16b) and (21). Rewriting these constraints with νT =
(
xT ξT

)T

, the

cost in (25) becomes

ν(0)T

P−1
β 0

0 0

 ν(0) + ν(τ)T

0 0

0 −λW

 ν(τ)

+

∫ τ

0

µT Jβµ− λ|v|2 − νT

0 0

0 λU

 ν dt. (26)
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A necessary condition for this minimization problem can be expressed as the following

two-point boundary-value problem (TPBVP),

d
dt

ν

ζ

 =

Ω̄11 Ω̄12

Ω̄21 Ω̄22

 ν

ζ

 = H

ν

ζ

 , (27a)

V0

ν(0)

ζ(0)

 + Vs

ν(s)

ζ(s)

 = 0. (27b)

Here

V0 =

I diag(−Pβ, 0)

0 0

 , Vs =

 0 0

diag(0,−λW ) I

 ,

Q̄λ,β S̄λ,β

S̄T
λ,β R̄λ,β

 =

B̄

D̄

 Γ−1
λ,β

B̄

D̄

T

,

Γλ,β = diag(Jβ,−λI),

Ā = diag(A, F ), B̄ =

M B

0 G

 ,

C̄ =
(
C 0

)
, D̄ =

(
N D

)
,

and Ω̄11 Ω̄12

Ω̄21 Ω̄22

 =

 Ā− S̄λ,βR̄−1
λ,βC̄ Q̄λ,β − S̄λ,βR̄−1

λ,βS̄T
λ,β

C̄T R−1
λ,βC̄ + diag(0, λU) −

(
Ā− S̄λ,βR̄−1

λ,βC̄
)T

 .

The optimal v and µ satisfyµ

v

 = αΓ−1
λ,β

(
D̄T R̄−1

λ,βC̄ D̄T R̄−1
λ,βS̄T

λ,β − B̄T

) ν

ζ

 , (28)

where α is a scalar to be determined later in the problem. First, we need to compute

λβ, which is the largest value of λ for which the TPBVP (27) is not well-posed for

some s ∈ [0, τ ] [5]. However, a TPBVP

ẋ = Hx, (29a)

0 = V0x(0) + Vsx(s), (29b)
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is well-posed if and only if V0 + VsΦ(s) is invertible, where

Φ̇ = HΦ, Φ(0) = I. (30)

Computation of Φ based on (30) is often not practical, except on short intervals,

since H is a Hamiltonian matrix and is typically not stable. When H is time-invariant,

a simple and numerically efficient test of the well-posedness of (29) can be done by

block diagonalizing H,

SHS−1 =

Af 0

0 −Ab

 , (31)

where Af and Ab have only eigenvalues with non-positive real parts. Invertibility of

V0 + VsΦ(s) is equivalent to the invertibility of the better conditioned

Ψ(s) , V0S
−1 diag(I, eAbs) + VsS

−1 diag(eAf s, I).

Under these assumptions, λ > λβ if and only if Ψ(s) is invertible for all s ∈ [0, τ ].

A λ-iteration scheme is implemented using an ODE solver with a root finder option.

In particular, we solve

Ψ̇f = AfΨf , Ψf (0) = I, (32a)

Ψ̇b = AbΨb, Ψb(0) = I, (32b)

and test to see if the surface

0 = det(Ψ(s)) (33)

is crossed [5]. Then λβ is the infimum over the set of λ’s for which the above system

can be solved over the interval [0, τ ] without any surface crossing. The optimal λ∗

and β∗ are obtained by

λ∗ = max
β∈B

λβ.

For this implementation, we discretize the β on [0, 1] to allow the computer to “step

through” all of the β possibilities. This discretization can decrease the accuracy of

the solution, which is discussed later in the examples along with a way around this

inaccuracy.
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Note that for λ = λβ, the surface may be crossed at some time τ ∗ inside the

interval [0, τ ]. This implies that the optimal proper auxiliary signal can be defined

over the interval [0, τ ∗]. Nothing is gained by increasing the test period and it is

sufficient to let τ = τ ∗ [4].

When λ = λ∗ and β = β∗, (27) has a non-zero solution. This solution allows us

to compute the optimal proper auxiliary signal from (28). By computing a vector in

the nullspace of diag(−Ψf (s), I) diag(I,−Ψb(s))

V0S
−1 VsS

−1

 ,

we can find consistent values of xf (0) and xb(ω). Then xf and xb satisfy

ẋf = Afxf , (34a)

ẋb = −Abxb, (34b)

where Af and Ab do not have eigenvalues with positive real parts. Thus xf and xb can

be computed from (34a) and (34b) respectively by forward and backward integration.

Finally, the solution of the boundary value problem is

x =

ν

ζ

 = S−1

xf

xb

 . (35)

The optimal auxiliary signal is computed from (28) by choosing α such that ‖v‖−1 =
√

λ∗ [5].

Implementation of this algorithm in Scilab can be found in Appendix 2 under

“Scilab code for Constrained Control approach.”

2.4. Direct Optimization Approach

We now return to the theoretical foundation set up in Section 2.2 and develop a second

algorithm for finding the optimal auxiliary signal. This second approach is a direct

optimization routine that requires the use of a sophisticated optimization problem,
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but is more straightforward in setup than the constrained control approach. Some

advantages of the direct optimization approach are the ability to find a signal for

more than two models, the flexibility to not require a weight on the initial condition

in the cost, and allowance for other design constraints.

Following our original setup, we begin by assuming the two models have a common

output, y. Then we must find the necessary conditions to determine the least value

of the noise. Once this is accomplished, a constraint is added that this least value of

the noise is greater than or equal to the noise bound, and we wish to minimize δ(v)

over the v variable.

Let us begin by simplifying our notation by changing the original state-space

system,

ẋ0 = A0x0 + B0v + M0µ0 (36a)

ẋ1 = A1x1 + B1v + M1µ1 (36b)

y = C0x0 + D0v + N0µ0 (36c)

y = C1x1 + D1v + N1µ1, (36d)

to

ẋ = Ax + Bv + Mµ (37a)

0 = Cx + Dv + Nµ, (37b)

by defining

A =

A0 0

0 A1

 , B =

B0

B1

 , M =

M0 0

0 M1

 ,

C =
(
C0 −C1

)
, D = D0 −D1, N =

(
N0 −N1

)
,

x =

x0

x1

 , v = v, µ =

µ0

µ1

 .
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Then, from our noise bound, we define

Jv(β) = min
xi,µi

(βS0(x0(0), µ0) + (1− β)S1(x1(0), µ1)) ,

subject to ẋ = Ax + Bv + Mµ,

0 = Cx + Dv + Nµ.

Using these terms, the problem of finding the minimum energy detection signal is to

find δ(v) such that max
0≤β≤1

Jv(β) ≥ 1. This comes directly from our original problem

formulation.

However, a second method exists that is more numerically robust. A brief layout

is presented here; the full derivation appears on pages 126-127 of [4]. By assumption

the Ni from our output equations are both full row rank. Performing a constant

orthogonal change of coordinates on µi, we assume that Ni = [N̄i, 0] where N̄i is

invertible and Mi = [M̄i, M̃i]. Let µi = [µ̄T
i , µ̃T

i ]T with the same decomposition as Ni.

We can change the system from (36) to

 ẋ0

ẋ1

 =

 A0 − M̄0N̄
−1
0 C0 M̄0N̄

−1
0 C1

0 A1

  x0

x1

 +

 M̃0 M̄0N̄
−1
0 N̄1 0

0 M̄1 M̃1




µ̃0

µ̄1

µ̃1

 +

 B0

B1

 v, (38)

or equivalently

ẋ = Ãx + M̃µ̂ + Bv. (39)

The cost of the system in (38) is of the form

x(0)T P̂βx(0) +

∫ τ

0

xT Qx + xT Hµ̂ + µ̂Rµ̂ dt.
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We also define

S =

 Q H/2

HT /2 R

 , Q = 2β

 CT
0 C0 −CT

0 C1

−CT
1 C0 −CT

1 C1

 ,

H = 4β

 0 −CT
0 N̂1 0

0 CT
1 N̂1 0

 ,

R = 2


βI 0 0

0 (1− β)I + βN̂T
1 N̂1 0

0 0 (1− β)I

 .

Here, S is a positive semidefinite matrix and is a positive definite matrix on the µ̂

component. Also, Q, R, and H are continuous functions of β. For convenience, we

further define

Ŝ =
1

2
M̃R−1HT , Ŵ =

1

4
HR−1HT , V̂ = M̃R−1M̃T . (41)

Following from our original setup, we use the cost function

δ(v) = ξ(τ)T Wξ(τ) +

∫ τ

0

|v|2 + ξT Uξdt, (42a)

ξ̇ = F0ξ + G0v, ξ(0) = 0. (42b)

We now solve the necessary conditions of the Jv(β) problem in order to find the

minimum energy signal. From above we have

Jv(β) = x(0)T P̂βx(0) +

∫ τ

0

xT Qx + xT Hµ̂ + µ̂Rµ̂ dt, (43)

which can be rewritten as

Jv(β) =

∫ τ

0

xT Qx + xT Hµ̂ + µ̂Rµ̂− d

dt

(
xT P̂βx

)
dt + xT P̂βx |τ0, (44)

where the last term can be removed because it is a constant. Equation (44) can be

further manipulated to

Jv(β) =

∫ τ

0

xT Qx + xT Hµ̂ + µ̂Rµ̂− ∂

∂x

(
xT P̂βx

) dx

dt
− ∂

∂t

(
xT P̂βx

)
dt. (45)
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For reference later in the thesis, define g as the integrand of (45). Let us define the

augmented Lagrange function as

ga = xT Qx + xT Hµ̂ + µ̂Rµ̂− ∂

∂x

(
xT P̂βx

)
ẋ− ∂

∂t

(
xT P̂βx

)
+

λT
(
Ãx + Bv + M̃µ̂− ẋ

)
, (46)

where λ is a constraint acting on equation (39). Let f = Ãx + Bv + M̃µ̂. Then our

augmented cost function is

Ja =

∫ τ

0

ga dt.

The necessary conditions are then found by looking at δJa = 0, so

0 = δJa =

∫ τ

0

{[
∂ga

∂x
− d

dt

∂ga

∂ẋ

]T

δx +
∂ga

∂µ

T

δµ +
∂ga

∂λ

T

δλ

}
dt

+
∂ga

∂ẋ
(τ)δxf −

∂ga

∂ẋ
(0)δx0. (47)

In order for the right-hand side to be zero, each term inside the integrand must be

zero and all the terms on the outside of the integral must be zero. Thus we have

0 =
∂ga

∂x
− d

dt

∂ga

∂ẋ
=⇒ λ̇ = −∂g

∂x
− ∂f

∂x

T

λ =⇒ λ̇ = −Qx− 1

2
Hµ̂− ÃT λ,

0 =
∂ga

∂µ
=⇒ ∂g

∂µ
+

∂f

∂µ

T

λ = 0 =⇒ 0 = Rµ̂ +
1

2
HT x + M̃T λ,

0 =
∂ga

∂λ
=⇒ ẋ = f =⇒ ẋ = Ãx + Bv + M̃µ̂,

with λ(0) + P̂βx(0) = 0, λ(τ) = 0.

Combining our cost functions with the necessary conditions just derived, we can

redefine the problem as finding

min δ2(v)
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subject to ẋ = Ãx + Bv + M̃µ̂,

ξ̇ = F0ξ + G0v, ξ(0) = 0,

λ̇ = −Qx− 1

2
Hµ̂− ÃT λ, λ(0) + P̂βx(0) = 0, λ(τ) = 0,

0 = Rµ̂ +
1

2
HT x + M̃T λ,

Ż =
1

2
(xT Qx + xT Hµ̂ + µ̂T Rµ̂), Z(0) = x(0)T P̂βx(0),

0 < β < 1, Z(τ) ≥ 1.

Solving the direct optimization problem for the detection signal, v, requires a

sophisticated optimization program. We use a package called Sparse Optimal Control

Software (SOCS) produced by The Boeing Company. SOCS is a powerful package

of Fortran subroutines able to solve very complex problems [8]. Further discussion

of implementing the algorithm is seen in the examples below, but the basic idea is

that the necessary conditions just derived are placed directly into the SOCS routine

and SOCS outputs the solution. More information about SOCS can be found at

http://www.boeing.com/phantom/socs.

Implementation of this algorithm can be found in Appendix 2 under “Matlab code

to produce reduced system matrices,” “Maple code to produce necessary conditions

in Fortran,” and “SOCS code for Direct Optimization approach.”

2.5. Comparison of Algorithms

The two algorithms presented, constrained control (CC) and direct optimization

(DO), produce the same theoretical test signal for a large class of problems. However,

the direct optimization algorithm is able to solve a larger class because there is no

need for a weight on the initial condition of the noise bound in equation (10), and

we can allow for other constraints, such as for tracking problems, minimum time/fuel

problems, and pointwise bounds on the input signals.
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Another advantage of the direct optimization solution is that the output is the

ideal solution (within computer precision) and takes a short amount of time to obtain

using the Lizard server at N.C. State, which is a Unix cluster. For the constrained

control algorithm to obtain the same accuracy, the code needs to run many times

longer than the direct optimization. However, the constrained control routine was

run on a Toshiba Pentium 4 Laptop Computer with a 3 GHz processor and 1 G of

memory. Further discussion about this topic will be presented in Chapter 3.

One advantage of the constrained control algorithm is that it can be run on any

up-to-date computer using free software called Scilab, produced by INRIA. Another

advantage is that the constrained control algorithm is able to solve some problems

without “finessing.” Direct optimization sometimes needs a little help in formulation

in order to run. This will be seen in the examples.

More information on Scilab can be found in [3] and at http://www-rocq.inria.fr/scilab.

The optimization program used to run the direct optimization algorithm for this pa-

per is produced by the Boeing Company and is expensive. This program is called

Sparse Optimal Control Software (SOCS). See Appendix 1 for additional notes on

these programs.
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Chapter 3

Test Systems

3.1. Introduction

We now move from the theoretical side of these algorithms to applying the algorithms

to power system test problems. The first problem is a very simple motor described

in Section 3.2, followed by a more complex motor in two dimensions in Section 3.3.

The final example is a four-dimensional gas turbine system in Section 3.4.

3.2. DC Motor from Example 1.1

The first system we will solve is the simple motor from Example 1.1. Recall that our

motor model is given by

d2θ

dt2
+ 2

dθ

dt
+ 5θ = 3I. (48)

Here, I is a constant representing the driving current of the system. As discussed in

the introduction, this system hides its failure when passive detection is used. There-

fore, let us use a test signal to find the fault.

The original motor equation can be modified to include a test signal by adding v,

d2θ

dt2
+ 2

dθ

dt
+ 5θ = 3I + v. (49)
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In this example, v is a small current placed into the system. Let us use a change of

variables, φ = θ − 3
5
I. Since I is a constant, our new system is

d2φ

dt2
+ 2

dφ

dt
+ 5φ = v. (50)

As before, we can reduce the second-order model in equation (50) to a system of two

first-order equations by defining x1 = φ and x2 = dφ/dt,

ẋ1 = x2, (51a)

ẋ2 = −5x1 − 2x2 + v, (51b)

where x1 is angular displacement and x2 is angular velocity. System (51) can be

transferred into state-space form (with additive uncertainty) by defining

ẋi = Aixi + Biv + Miµi, (52a)

yi = Cixi + Div + Niµi, (52b)

with

A0 =

 0 1

−5 −2

 , A1 =

 0 1

−0.2 −0.08

 ,

B0 = B1 =

 0

1

 , C0 = C1 =
(

0 1
)

, D0 = D1 =
(

0
)

,

M0 = M1 =

 1 0 0

0 1 0

 , N0 = N1 =
(

0 0 1
)

, x =

 x1

x2

 .

Here we have used the more general setting of two models where, as before, i = 0

represents the normal system and i = 1 represents the failed system.

We implement the direct optimization algorithm using Sparse Optimal Control

Software (SOCS). To use the SOCS routine, we first manipulate the matrices in Mat-

lab, then form the necessary conditions in Maple, and finally import these conditions

into the SOCS Fortran file. For the constrained control algorithm, we use a code
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provided in [4]. All codes are presented in Appendix 2 with a brief description of for-

mulation and run procedure. In this simulation we use a test period of 5.0 seconds.

We can see from Figure 2 that the two algorithms produce nearly identical signals.

The slight difference in the two algorithms results from only using 49 grid points in

the β-interval (this is the β discretization mentioned earlier in the constrained control

algorithm formulation). A larger number of grid points both slows runtime and can

cause program errors. A solution to this would be to use an iterative scheme that

finds an approximate β∗ over the entire interval, then redefines the β-interval to

[β∗ − 0.1, β∗ + 0.1] (where 0.1 is arbitrarily chosen) and rerun the algorithm. This

can be continued until some desired precision is achieved. However, if we use the

same number of grid points for each iteration, each added iteration will double the

runtime. For larger systems this may be impractical, especially since a single run of

the algorithm produces a result very close to the DO output.

Comparing Optimal Input Signals for a DC Motor

time (s)

current

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

1.2

1.4

1.6
CC

DO

Figure 2. Comparison of the solutions to the minimum control signal
for failure detection of our first DC motor using CC and DO.

When using the signals in an actual physical test, both of the signals found in

Figure 2 can be used to determine failures. However, one of the solutions (in this

case, the constrained control) alters the solution more than needed. If a solution can
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be used to positively determine a failure, but is not the optimal solution, then we call

this a suboptimal solution.

3.3. More Complex DC Motor

Our second example is also a simple DC motor, but is defined with greater structure

in the state equations than our first example. The focus of this motor is to provide

rotational energy, as can be seen in Figure 3. By varying the voltage, we can control

the rate at which the motor rotates and the current in the system, so our input is the

voltage and our output is the rate of rotation. We assume that the magnetic field is

constant. The original parameters and derivation of the model are acquired from the

Matlab Control System Toolbox.

Figure 3. Photograph of a simple DC motor [1]. The voltage is pro-
vided through the lead wires and the rotational energy is provided
through the axle.

To set up the problem, we define ω(t) as the angular rate of the load and vapp(t)

as the applied voltage. We also define R as the resistance of the circuit and L as the

self-inductance of the armature created by the current. This setup is consistent with

the help file in Matlab. The torque of the shaft of the motor is proportional to the

current, i(t), so we require a proportionality constant related to the properties of the

motor. Also, the back electromotive force is proportional to the angular rate of the
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load, so we obtain a second proportionality constant that depends on the properties

of the motor. In SI units, these two proportionality constants are equivalent [17], we

denote them as Km.

The equations we use to relate the control (voltage) to the state variables (angular

rate and current) are Newton’s law and Kirchhoff’s law. Newton’s law states that the

sum of all torques (the force) is equal to the inertial load (mass, denoted by J) times

the derivative of angular rate (acceleration). The two torques present in our model are

the torque of the shaft from the current and the resisting friction torque. This second

torque is proportional to the angular rotation, where we denote the proportionality

constant as Kf . Thus we can write the first differential equation as

dω

dt
=
−Kf

J
ω(t) +

Km

J
i(t). (53)

Kirchhoff’s law states the sum of the voltage drops and electromotive forces is zero,

but we note that voltage is equal to the current times the resistance and voltage is

equal to the inductance times the change in current. Thus we obtain our second

equation,

vapp(t)− vemf (t) = Ri(t) + L
di

dt
,

which can be rewritten as

di

dt
= −R

L
i(t)− Km

L
ω(t) +

1

L
vapp(t). (54)

Together we can write the differential equations as

di

dt
= −R

L
i(t)− Km

L
ω(t) +

1

L
vapp(t), (55)

dω

dt
=

Km

J
i(t)− Kf

J
ω(t), (56)
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or in state-space form,

d

dt

 i

ω

 =

−R
L

−Km

L

Km

J
−Kf

J

  i

ω

 +

 1
L

0

 vapp(t) +

1 0 0

0 1 0




µ1

µ2

µ3

 , (57a)

y = ω +
(
0 0 1

) 
µ1

µ2

µ3

 , (57b)

where we have included noise in the system as µ, and y represents the output of the

model.

Using the state-space model as a guide, we can determine likely failures and what

each of the failures will do to the output. We label the properly working model as

model 0 and the failure model as model 1. For the properly working model we use

the parameters defined in the Matlab Control System Toolbox help; these can be

found in Table 1. When looking at the failure model, we determine that two possible

Table 1. Parameter values for both the unfailed and failed models.

Parameter Unfailed Failed Units
R 2.0 3.0 Ohms
L 0.5 0.5 Henrys
Km 0.015 0.015 Nm

A
Kf 0.2 0.3 Nms

J 0.02 0.02 kgm2

s2

failures are the resistance in the motor (R) and the coefficient of friction (Kf ). The

resistance of the motor will increase if the wiring has been damaged, since the wire

cannot conduct electricity as efficiently. Thus, for our failed model we will use a

resistance of 3.0 Ohms, meaning we have an acceptable tolerance of 1.0 Ohm. This

tolerance means that we consider the motor to have failed if the resistance is 3.0

Ohms and is functioning properly if the resistance is 2.0 Ohms. We can also have

an increase in the coefficient of friction, representing a loss of lubricant between the
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shaft of the motor and any surrounding stationary parts. In this situation we assume

a tolerance of 0.1 Nms, so the coefficient of friction for the failed model is 0.3 Nms.

For simplicity we assume the failures occur together, meaning either the motor is

working correctly or the resistance and the coefficient of friction both increase. The

noise coefficients are the same for both the failed and unfailed models. All parameters

are summarized in Table 1.

As in Section 3.2, we implement the direct optimization algorithm using Sparse

Optimal Control Software (SOCS) and the constrained control algorithm with a code

provided in [4]. The runtime of the codes depend heavily on the code parameters

(beta grid size, for instance), but the SOCS runtime is on the order of a few seconds

and the Scilab runtime is a couple minutes. However, the algorithms were run on

different computers–the SOCS code on a cluster at NC State and the Scilab code on

a Laptop computer. The results of the two algorithms are nearly identical over the

5.0 second test period, as can be seen in Figure 4. As discussed in the first example,

the difference in the signal comes from the discretization of the β grid.

Comparing Optimal Input Signals for a DC Motor
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Figure 4. Comparison of the solution to the minimum control for
failure detection of our second DC motor using CC and DO.
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Overall, both models take a reasonable amount of time to run for this simple

model (on the order of seconds for both algorithms). If we approximately know β∗,

then we can speed up the runtime of the Scilab code by decreasing the β search

interval and decreasing the number of grid points. Currently we use a β-interval of

[ε, 1−ε], for some small number ε, and we compute λ for 49 β values, which are evenly

spaced in the β-interval.

3.4. Gas Turbine

The third example we will explore is a four-dimensional gas turbine model that has

been modified (linearized) from [14]. A gas turbine works in three main stages, as

described by [2]. First, incoming air is pressurized by forcing air into a compressor.

Then the compressed air is combined with fuel and ignited to produce a high-pressure,

high-velocity gas. This gas then passes through a turbine, which extracts the energy

from the gas and produces the required work. After the process is complete, the gas

exits through an exhaust pipe. This process can be seen in Figure 5.

The gas turbine in [14] can be described by the following state-space representa-

tion,

ẋi = Aixi + Biv + Miµi, (58a)

yi = Cixi + Div + Niµi, (58b)

where i = 0 is the normal model and i = 1 is the failed model. The matrices and

vectors in (58) are given by

A0 =


−1.268 −0.04528 1.498 951.5

1.002 −1.957 8.52 1240

0 0 −10 0

0 0 0 −100


,
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Figure 5. Illustration of a turbine engine [2]. The air enters from
the right-side, is compressed, combined with fuel, ignited, and forced
through the turbines. This transfers the energy from the high-velocity
gas to the turbines to produce rotational motion.

A1 =


−1.268 −0.04528 1.498 808.775

1.002 −1.957 8.52 1054

0 0 −10 0

0 0 0 −85


,

B0 = B1 =


0

0

0

100


, C0 = C1 =

1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

 , D0 = D1 =

0

0

 ,

M0 = M1 =


1 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0


, N0 = N1 =

0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 1

 , x =


x1

x2

x3

x4


,

where xi are the state variables, yi are the outputs, v is the test signal, and µi are

the noises. The state variables represent high pressure speed (x1), low pressure speed
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(x2), nozzle area (x3), and fuel flow rate (x4). This system has one control, v, which is

the referenced fuel flow rate. We have defined A1 as a 15% failure in the final column,

with all of the other matrices identical between the normal and failure models. Thus

our failure represents a decrease in the overall fuel flow rate. We note that this failure

is merely for a mathematical demonstration and the feasibility of such a failure has

not been considered.

When using the above system, we run into a problem with the last column being

much larger in magnitude than the other columns, which produces a condition number

on the order of 104 for A0. We also note the eigenvalues of A0 are −1.34, −1.88, −10,

and −100. Thus we have two issues that need to be analyzed, one dealing with a

possible ill-conditioned system and the other with the problem possibly being a stiff

differential equation.

We begin by making the system better conditioned. The fix is to define a change

of variables, x = Qz, where

Q =


1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 10−3


.

With this change, system (58) becomes

Qżi = AiQzi + Biv + Miµi,

yi = CiQzi + Div + Niµi,

or,

żi = Q−1AiQzi + Q−1Biv + Q−1Miµi,

yi = CiQzi + Div + Niµi.
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For ease of notation, we simplify this system to

żi = Ãizi + B̃v + M̃µi, (59a)

yi = C̃zi + D̃v + Ñµi. (59b)

The new system matrices are

Ã0 = Q−1A0Q =


−1.268 −0.04528 1.498 0.9515

1.002 −1.957 8.52 1.240

0 0 −10 0

0 0 0 −100


,

Ã1 = Q−1A1Q =


−1.268 −0.04528 1.498 0.808775

1.002 −1.957 8.52 1.054

0 0 −10 0

0 0 0 −85


,

B̃ = Q−1Bi =


0

0

0

105


, C̃ = CiQ =

1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

 , D̃ = Di =

0

0

 ,

M̃ = Q−1Mi =


1 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 103 0 0


, Ñ = Ni =

0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 1

 .

By using the change of variables we have reduced the condition number of A0 by two

orders of magnitude, down to an order of 102, though the eigenvalues of A0 remain

the same (because eigenvalues are preserved under similarity transformations, such

as Q).

Looking at the eigenvalues we notice that all values are negative, indicating a

stable fixed point, but the largest magnitude is on the order of 102 larger than the
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smallest magnitude. This means that our solver may have difficulty keeping the

iterations within the region of stability, since the larger magnitude eigenvalue will

cause part of the solution to decay much faster than other parts of the solution. We

begin trying to solve the problem with only a fix on the condition number, but a

further look into stiffness will be needed to produce a solution.

As in the previous two examples, we implement the direct optimization algorithm

using SOCS and implement the constrained control algorithm using the Scilab code

provided in [4]. In this simulation we use a test period of 0.6 seconds.

We begin by discussing the constrained control results, which can be seen in Fig-

ure 6. Here, we see that the optimal referenced fuel flow rate (the control) oscillates

before decaying to zero within 0.6 seconds. Note that the constrained control algo-

rithm was able to find a solution without a fix for stiffness. Altering the problem to

take stiffness into consideration is the “finessing” of the problem mentioned at the

end of Chapter 2. One advantage of constrained control seen here is that it does not

need this finessing, which will be discussed next.

time

reference fuel flow rate
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Figure 6. Solution to the minimum control for failure detection of a
gas turbine using CC.
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For the direct optimization algorithm, even with the change of variables to reduce

the condition number, the SOCS program still was not able to solve the problem.

With the original variables, the program was not able to set up the problem, but after

the change in variables to help the conditioning we find that SOCS had a problem

converging. This could be a result of the stiffness of the problem mentioned earlier.

We tried two fixes for getting around this problem.

The first fix came from noting that the code stopped after three iterations. To

help the code get past this point, we took this third iteration solution and used it as

the initial guess. By using this tailored guess, we attempted to force the solver to

make smaller increments when searching for the solution. This allowed the code to

run a few more iterations, but we still had convergence issues.

A second fix, which came from the past experience of Dr. Drake and Mr. And-

jelkovic working with SOCS (see Section 4.3), is to scale the cost function. Using a

weight on the objective of 103, along with the first fix, provided convergence of the

computation.

After receiving a solution, we then tried relaxing our fixes to determine the small-

est change needed to correct the system. Using a weight on the objective function,

but not tailoring the initial guess, we also observed convergence. These two solutions

(with both fixes, DO2, and with only the second fix, DO1) can be seen in Figure 7.

Comparing the direct optimization outputs in Figure 7 with the constrained con-

trol output in Figure 6, we see a similar shape and magnitude. For a better compar-

ison, we combine all three graphs in Figure 8. Here, we see the direct optimization

output with both fixes correlates very closely with the constrained control algorithm.

A final graph, Figure 9, separates the two-fix direct optimization and the constrained

control in order to visualize the similarities without clutter.
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Figure 7. Solution to the minimum control for failure detection of a
gas turbine using two direct optimization setups.
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Figure 8. Comparison of the CC and both DO algorithms.

3.5. Beyond Calculating a Signal

With the two methods, DO and CC, producing nearly identical results, our next step

is to use the signals on an actual system. This is beyond the scope of this project,

but a brief outline can at least be discussed. If a system were built (a DC motor, for

instance), then we would begin by running the system in a normal state and noting
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Figure 9. Comparison of the CC and DO (2-step) algorithms.

the outputs. In the case of the second DC motor, a voltage signal given by the graph

in Figure 4 would then be added to the existing voltage input. During the time

period of the additional voltage, the outputs would be monitored and compared to

pre-calculated normal and failure outputs. This comparison will determine whether

the system is in a failed or normal state.

There are two ways that we can compare the output results. The first test takes

each model, and as y is found it computes how much noise would be required to

produce the output. Models are rejected once the noise exceeds the bound. Thus,

this method can be applied to more than two models with one filter for each. In

the second approach, we compute a hyperplane between the pre-calculated output

sets and use geometry to determine which model a particular output originates. This

method also has the advantage that we can look at more than two models and figure

out what actually failed, which is accomplished by setting up multiple hyperplanes.

Further information on multi-model approaches to failure detection and isolation can

be found in [12] by K.M. Horton.
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Chapter 4

Further Ideas

4.1. Future Work

The development of finding an optimal test signal for linear systems is at the point

where physical tests can be performed. This will involve building a physical model,

a motor for instance, with known characteristics that can be accurately described by

a linear system. The physical model will then have failure points built in that can

be turned on or off depending on what test is being performed. In the case of our

DC motor example, we can build in two resistances and two coefficients of friction

to represent a normal motor and a failure motor. For each of the failures, a model

can be built to determine the optimal test signal, which is computed offline before

the test is run. This signal can be inserted into the system to figure out if we have a

failed or normal model, which will help verify the robustness of the theory.

Another extension to the project is nonlinear failure detection. Linear systems

are used a lot, so they are practical, but some problems require consideration of

nonlinearities. Thus, it is desirable to extend the linear results to the larger class

of nonlinear problems. Nonlinear failure detection theory is currently in the initial

stages of research.

Looking into some of the assumptions of the methods presented, one underlying

assumption is that the system can withstand the desired input signal. If the signal

will be a detriment to the system, then another extension of this work would be to

add more boundary value assumptions to the theory. This will be most useful when
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extending the theory to physical systems. One example of this is if we are working

with a motor that controls the flow of water. Typically we wish for the flow to be

only in one direction, so we can place a boundary condition that prevents our test

signal from causing the water to flow backwards.

4.2. Conclusions

The theory developed here allows us to find the optimal detection signal needed to

determine whether a system has failed. Using Example 1.1 as a means for discussion,

we began by describing the system and possible system failures. With a particular

set of failures, recall (7), the system failure is masked by the output when using

passive detection. Thus we developed a theory of active detection, which allows the

failure to be discovered. Using both the constrained control and direct optimization

algorithms, we found the smallest signal (optimal signal) needed to determine the

failure, which can be seen in Figure 2 for Example 1.1. Both outputs produce similar

signals, though the DO approach is faster and more accurate, but costs more, and

the CC approach is not as robust, but it can run on free software and can solve some

systems without having to alter the system for stiffness. The next step is to take this

theoretical signal and input it into a physical model of the motor system.

As mentioned in the introduction, we can also use signals larger than the opti-

mal signal to detect a failure. These are called suboptimal signals. In the case of

Example 1.1, Figure 2 shows a bell-like curve with the current (signal) increasing to

around 1.4 and then decreasing to 0 in the 5 second time interval. An example of

a suboptimal signal would be to use the same shape curve, but to have the current

increase to 2 and then fall to zero.

We have seen throughout this discussion that for linear systems, the active detec-

tion algorithms can be quicker and cheaper than their passive detection counterparts.
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The passive detection method must continually monitor the output, whereas the ac-

tive detection method needs a very short time period (we used five seconds or less

for our applications). Another way that the active method saves time is that all of

the calculations can be performed offline. This allows for real-time (or very close to

it) analysis of the data. As we saw in Example 1.1, a large advantage of the active

detection algorithm is that it can be used to find failures that are normally masked

by the system outputs. The extension of this theory to both nonlinear systems and

to physical tests will be a great tool for detecting failures.

4.3. Technical Contributions

This project stemmed from an internship at NAVSEA-Philadelphia during the sum-

mer of 2005. The core of the project was a group effort and the author would like

to thank the individuals involved. First, the author would like to acknowledge Dr.

Stephen L. Campbell for his many contributions to the subject of Failure Detection.

It is through his work and the work of his past and present students that this project

came to fruition. One of his former students, Dr. Kimberly Drake, was the industry

mentor at NAVSEA for this project. She and Dr. Campbell laid the framework for

the summer internship for myself and another student, Kelly Sweetingham.

During the internship, Dr. Drake, Ms. Sweetingham, and I worked together to

understand the previous work of Dr. Campbell, Dr. Ramine Nikoukhah, and Dong

Kyoung Choe. Our studies also led us to the thesis of another of Dr. Campbell’s

students, Dr. Kirk G. Horton. Both of these works laid a direct foundation for

the summer internship project. Ms. Sweetingham and I worked together to match

the theory with previous computer codes written in Matlab and Maple, with Ms.

Sweetingham focusing on the Matlab and myself focusing on the Maple (and then

checking each other). Our revised codes can be found in Appendix 2. A third legacy

code, written in Fortran and run in SOCS, was debugged by Dr. Drake and Ivan
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Andjelkovic (a current student of Dr. Campbell). This Fortran code was then turned

over to Ms. Sweetingham and myself to be used in our examples. Mr. Andjelkovic was

kind enough to run the SOCS program many, many times during the summer months,

since the computer cluster was located at NC State University in Raleigh, NC. The

DC motor examples and the Gas Turbine example were found through a literature

search by Dr. Drake, Ms. Sweetingham, and myself. My contributions lay mostly

in the DC motor examples, with Ms. Sweetingham focusing on the Gas Turbine

example. The Scilab code in Appedix 2 was also a legacy code, which was overhauled

by myself to make the code more user friendly, though both Ms. Sweetingham and I

checked the code for accuracy. An attempt was also made by Ms. Sweetingham and

myself to convert the Scilab code to Matlab, but the effort stopped just short of a

final product due to time limitations. Ms. Sweetingham is currently beginning that

pursuit again.

Portions of this thesis will be published in [8], thanks to the work of those men-

tioned above.
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Appendix 1: Notes on Programs

Maple is a program created by Waterloo Maple, Inc. The version used for the

code in Appendix 2 is 9.01, though version 9.5 may have been used for other calcu-

lations in the project. More information on Maple can be found at the Maplesoft

website: http://www.maplesoft.com.

Matlab is produced by The MathWorks, Inc. This project utilized version 7.0

(R14). More information can be found at The MathWorks website:

http://www.mathworks.com.

Scilab is a product of Inria, Enpc. Version 3.1.1 was used for this project. During

the course of the project a bug in the ‘pause’ function was discovered and reported to

the company (Bug 1483). The bug was previously unknown and is currently being re-

viewed. More information on Scilab can be found at http://www-rocq.inria.fr/scilab.

SOCS (Sparse Optimal Control Software) was created by The Boeing Corpora-

tion. More information can be found at http://www.boeing.com/phantom/socs.

Fortran is a scientific programming language; more information is available at

http://www.fortran.com.
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Appendix 2: Codes

The following pages contain codes for running the Direct Optimization (DO) and

Constrained Control (CC) algorithms. The DO algorithm is solved by running three

codes, whereas the CC code is solved with only one code.

Ultimately, the DO algorithm uses SOCS to find the optimal solution. However,

Matlab and Maple are used to set up the SOCS code. The first code, written in

Matlab, reduces the system matrices to make the code more efficient. To run this

reduction code, the original system matrices are entered into the m-file and the file

is called from the command window. As the code runs, the reduced system matrices

are exported into individual text files. A second code, written in Maple, is then

used to import the reduced system matrices and display the necessary conditions in

Fortran format. To use the Maple-Fortran conversion, the file is simply placed in the

same folder as the reduced system matrices, and the user presses enter in the Maple

program. The Fortran code will be displayed at the bottom of the page. This Fortran

output is then placed into the SOCS code, along with the vector sizes, and SOCS is

run to find the optimization.

The CC algorithm is completely contained in the Scilab code below. To use the

code, the system matrices are placed into the code and the code is run in Scilab. The

graphs are set up to automatically display.

While programming, extra features have been included in some of the codes:

In the Maple code, six user inputs are placed at the very beginning of the code,

which allow the user to customize the output of the program. Four of the options

are used to display/hide the input matrices from Matlab, the vector sizes to be used
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in SOCS, the necessary condition equations, and the Fortran necessary conditions.

Another available option is the ability to set the starting label for the SOCS vectors

(see SOCS code for more details). A final option is to have Maple optimize the

Fortran code, which would then require the user to declare additional variables in the

SOCS code.

In the Scilab code, all user inputs (system matrices, grid sizes, test period, etc.)

are at the beginning of the “Main Code” section. Similar to the Maple code, there

are customized output options for the user to define. The first of these options is to

select whether the user wants the optimal or a suboptimal signal. The suboptimal

signal simply selects the middle beta value. A second option is to force the signal to

start positive, which simply flips the graph if the starting value is negative. The next

set of options are the main display options, which allow the user to turn on/off the λβ

graph, the input signal graphs, and the scaled input graphs. If there are multiple input

signals, the code is set up to automatically display each signal in a separate graph.

Three additional options for the user produce outputs in the command window. First,

the user can be warned if the signal oscillates across the horizontal axis, since some

input signals physically require the signal to be positive. The second option allows

the user to see the max and min values of the signal, and the third option allows the

user to receive the time interval, β∗, λ∗, and cost of the displayed signal.
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Matlab code to produce reduced system matrices

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
matlab_model_reduction.m
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% MATLAB driver, June 15, 2005 %
% Originally created by Kirk Hortonk for his thesis %
% Modified during ONR internship %
% by Kelly Sweetingham and Benjamin Hannas, Summer 2005 %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% User inputs:
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
savematrices=1; % 0 to not save, 1 to save

% System matrices (copy and paste your matrices over the matrices below)
A0=[0 1; -5 -2];
A1=[0 1; -0.2 -0.08];
B0=[0;1];
B1=[0;1];
C0=[0 1];
C1=[0 1];
M0=[1 0 0; 0 1 0];
M1=[1 0 0; 0 1 0];
N0=[0 0 1];
N1=[0 0 1];
P0=eye(size(A0))
P1=eye(size(A1))
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%may need to do constant orthogonal change of coords on the noise
%do it via a QR decomp on N_i^T to get [Nb_i 0],
%where Nb_i is invertible, also gives [Mb_i Mt_i]
[Q0,R0]=qr(N0’)
[Q1,R1]=qr(N1’)
pause

%now N_i^T = Q_i * R_i, so N_i = R_i^T * Q_i^T
%and Q_i^T is an orthogonal matrix
%absorb Q_i^T into the noise vector nu_i to get new noise vector
%and Nb_i becomes the invertible part of R_i^T
%may need to fix signs in Q_i and/or R_i
% R0=-R0;
% R1=-R1;
% Q0(1,1)=-Q0(1,1);
% Q0(2,2)=-Q0(2,2);
% Q1(1,1)=-Q1(1,1);
% Q1(2,2)=-Q1(2,2);
%break down into Mb_i, Mt_i, Nb_i, and Nt_i (zeros)
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[mN0,nN0]=size(N0); %gets the size of of N_i
[mN1,nN1]=size(N1);
mnN0=min(mN0,nN0); %labels the min dimension of N_i
mnN1=min(mN1,nN1);
mxN0=max(mN0,nN0); % labels the max dimension of N_i
mxN1=max(mN1,nN1);
N0n=R0’;
N1n=R1’;
Nb0=N0n(1:mnN0,1:mnN0); %takes the first min number of rows
Nb1=N1n(1:mnN1,1:mnN1); %and min number of columns of R_i^T
Nt0=N0n(:,mnN0+1:mxN0); %just need the size of this
Nt1=N1n(:,mnN1+1:mxN1); %and this (for size of zero block in final R_i^T)
M0n=M0*Q0;
M1n=M1*Q1;
Mb0=M0n(:,1:mnN0); %takes all rows and first min number of
Mb1=M1n(:,1:mnN1); %columns from M_i*Q_i
Mt0=M0n(:,mnN0+1:mxN0); %takes all rows and columns starting at
Mt1=M1n(:,mnN1+1:mxN1); %min dimension +1 to max dimension

%labels the sizes of all the matrices
[mA0,nA0]=size(A0);
[mA1,nA1]=size(A1);
[mMt0,nMt0]=size(Mt0);
[mMt1,nMt1]=size(Mt1);
[mNb,nNb]=size(Nb1);
[mNt0,nNt0]=size(Nt0);
[mNt1,nNt1]=size(Nt1);

%create reduced model system matrices
A=[A0-Mb0*inv(Nb0)*C0 Mb0*inv(Nb0)*C1; zeros(mA1,nA0) A1]
M=[Mt0 Mb0*inv(Nb0)*Nb1 zeros(mMt0,nMt1); zeros(mMt1,nMt0) Mb1 Mt1]
B=[B0;B1]
%C=[C0 -C1];
C=[inv(Nb0)*C0 -inv(Nb0)*C1] %this is what’s in code on paper
%N=[zeros(mNb,nNt0) Nb1 zeros(mNb,nNt1)];
N=inv(Nb0)*[zeros(mNb,nNt0) Nb1 zeros(mNb,nNt1)]; %what’s in code on paper
disp(’Q and H without beta’)
Qnb=2*C’*C
Hnb=-4*C’*N
disp(’size of upper left block of R’)
ulident=nNt0
disp(’Nb1Nb1 for the center block of R’)
ptop=P0;
pbot=P1;

%do the two lines below need to be in the code?
%Nb1
%Nb1TNb1=Nb1’*Nb1
Nmess=Nb1’*inv(Nb0’)*inv(Nb0)*Nb1 %for middle block of R
[nnmess,mnmess]=size(Nmess)

disp(’size of lower right block of R’)
lrident=nNt1
%creates the identity for the upper left, middle, and lower right blocks
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%of R plus adds zero colums
%to make it have correct column width
rtop=[eye(ulident,ulident) zeros(lrident, nnmess+lrident)]
rmiddle= [zeros(nnmess,ulident) Nmess zeros(nnmess,lrident)]
rbottom=[zeros(ulident, nnmess+ulident) eye(lrident,lrident)]
%disp(’the constants in Rtogether are for easy search and replacing’)
%rtogether=[45*rtop;78*rmiddle;99*rbottom] %replace 45 with 2*beta
%replace 78 with 2*(1-P[1])+2*P[1]*Nmess and replace 99 with 2*(1-beta)*I

% Save the datafiles
if(savematrices==1)

save a.txt A -ascii
save b.txt B -ascii
save c.txt C -ascii
save h.txt Hnb -ascii
save m.txt M -ascii
save n.txt Nmess -ascii
save q.txt Qnb -ascii
%save r.txt rtogether -ascii
save rtop.txt rtop -ascii
save rmid.txt rmiddle -ascii
save rbot.txt rbottom -ascii
save ptop.txt ptop -ascii
save pbot.txt pbot -ascii

end
% End of routine
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Maple code to produce necessary conditions in Fortran

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
maple_fortran_generator.mw
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
> ###########################################################################
> # Maple driver, June 15, 2005 #
> # Originally created by Kirk Hortonk for thesis #
> # Modified during ONR internship by Benjamin Hannas, Summer 2005 #
> # #
> # Instructions for use: #
> # -save matrices in MATLAB using "save a.txt A -ascii" format #
> # (use MATLAB driver) #
> # -place this Maple file in same folder as the MATLAB output #
> # -open this file and press Enter #
> # (matrices will automatically be loaded into Maple) #
> # #
> # Code verified verses original Kirk Hortonk code, "mapleworkshieet.mw" #
> ###########################################################################
>
> # Clear all variables and load LinearAlgebra package
> restart:
> with(LinearAlgebra):
>
> # User inputs:
> displayinputmatrices:=no: # set to ’yes’ to display input matrices,
> # use ’no’ otherwise
> firstZlabelforxvector:=1: # define the starting label for Z vector
> # (look at SOCS code to decide)
> displaySOCSvectors:=no: # set to ’yes’ to display SOCS vectors,
> # use ’no’ otherwise
> displayequations:=no: # set to ’yes’ to display equations,
> # use ’no’ otherwise
> displayfortran:=yes: # set to ’yes’ to display FORTRAN code,
> # use ’no’ otherwise
> optimizefortran:=no: # see note below
>
> # Note: Use "optimizefortran:=yes" to optimize the FORTRAN, but the ’ti’
> # variables need to be defined in the SOCS FORTRAN code.
>
> # Import matrices from MATLAB output
> # note: if rtop, rmid, or rbot are 0x0 matrices then don’t worry about
> # the errors produced
> A:=ImportMatrix("a.txt",source=Matlab,format=rectangular):
> B:=ImportMatrix("b.txt",source=Matlab,format=rectangular):
> C:=ImportMatrix("c.txt",source=Matlab,format=rectangular):
> H:=ImportMatrix("h.txt",source=Matlab,format=rectangular):
> M:=ImportMatrix("m.txt",source=Matlab,format=rectangular):
> Nmess:=ImportMatrix("n.txt",source=Matlab,format=rectangular):
> Q:=ImportMatrix("q.txt",source=Matlab,format=rectangular):
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> Rtop:=ImportMatrix("rtop.txt",source=Matlab,format=rectangular):
> Rmid:=ImportMatrix("rmid.txt",source=Matlab,format=rectangular):
> Rbot:=ImportMatrix("rbot.txt",source=Matlab,format=rectangular):
> P0:=ImportMatrix("ptop.txt",source=Matlab,format=rectangular):
> P1:=ImportMatrix("pbot.txt",source=Matlab,format=rectangular):
>
> # Check to see if Rtop, Rmid, and Rbot are defined above
> if type(Rtop,Matrix)=false then useRtop:=false else useRtop:=true fi:
> if type(Rmid,Matrix)=false then useRmid:=false else useRmid:=true fi:
> if type(Rbot,Matrix)=false then useRbot:=false else useRbot:=true fi:
>
> # Fix R by including beta (aka, P[1]):
> R1:=Rtop: R2:=Rmid: R3:=Rbot:
> if useRtop=true then Rtop:=Multiply(2,Multiply(R1,P[1])) fi:
> if useRmid=true then Rmid:=Multiply(2,Add(Multiply(R2,Add(1,-P[1])),
> Multiply(Multiply(Nmess,P[1]),R2))) fi:
> if useRbot=true then Rbot:=Multiply(2,Multiply(R3,Add(1,-P[1]))) fi:
>
> # Define R based on which R pieces are present
> if useRtop=true then
> if useRmid=true then
> if useRbot=true then
> R:=<Rtop,Rmid,Rbot>:
> else
> R:=<Rtop,Rmid>:
> fi:
> else
> if useRbot=true then
> R:=<Rtop,Rbot>:
> else
> R:=<Rtop>:
> fi:
> fi:
> else
> if useRmid=true then
> if useRbot=true then
> R:=<Rmid,Rbot>:
> else
> R:=<Rmid>:
> fi:
> else
> if useRbot=true then
> R:=<Rbot>:
> else
> R:=Matrix(0,0):
> fi:
> fi:
> fi:
>
> # Create initial condition matrix P
> # (call in from matlab)
> newP0:=Multiply(P[1],P0):
> newP1:=Multiply((1-P[1]),P1):
> Pmat:=DiagonalMatrix([newP0,newP1]):
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>
> # Optional Display (see user input at top of code)
> if displayinputmatrices=yes then
> ’A’=A; ’B’=B; ’C’=C; ’H’=H; ’M’=M; ’N’=Nmess; ’Q’=Q;
> rtop=Rtop; rmid=Rmid; rbot=Rbot;
> ’R’=<R>; ’P’=Pmat;
> fi;
>
> # Figure out matrix dimensions for x, mu, and v
> lengthofx:=ColumnDimension(A):
> lengthoflam:=ColumnDimension(A):
> lengthofv:=ColumnDimension(B):
> lengthofmu:=ColumnDimension(M):
> totallength:=lengthofx+lengthoflam+lengthofv+lengthofmu+1:
>
> # SOCS needs all variables in a single vector
> # Create vectors of proper length:
> firstlabel:=firstZlabelforxvector:
> startofvector:=firstlabel:
> endofvector:=lengthofx-1+firstlabel:
> f:= (j) -> Z[j-1+startofvector]:
> x:=Vector(lengthofx,f):
> startofvector:=endofvector:
> endofvector:=endofvector+lengthoflam:
> f:= (j) -> Z[j+startofvector]:
> lambda:=Vector(lengthoflam,f):
> startofvector:=endofvector:
> endofvector:=endofvector+1:
> f:= (j) -> Z[j+startofvector]:
> littlez:=Vector(1,f):
> startofvector:=endofvector:
> endofvector:=endofvector+lengthofmu:
> f:= (j) -> Z[j+startofvector]:
> mu:=Vector(lengthofmu,f):
> startofvector:=endofvector:
> endofvector:=endofvector+lengthofv:
> f:= (j) -> Z[j+startofvector]:
> v:=Vector(lengthofv,f):
>
> # Optional Display (see user input at top of code)
> if displaySOCSvectors=yes then
> ’x’=x; ’lambda’=lambda; ’z’=littlez; ’mu’=mu; ’v’=v;
> fi;
>
> # Create constraint equations
> # A x + B v + M mu
> F1:=Add(Add(Multiply(A,x),Multiply(B,v)),Multiply(M,mu)):
> # -P_1 Q x - 1/2 P_1 H mu - A’ lambda
> F2:=Add(Add(Multiply(Multiply(-P[1],Q),x),
> Multiply(Multiply(Multiply(-P[1],0.5),H),mu)),
> Multiply(Multiply(-1,Transpose(A)),lambda)):
> # 1/2 x’ P_1 Q x + 1/2 x’ P_1 H mu + 1/2 mu’ R mu
> F3:=Multiply(0.5,Add(Add(Multiply(Multiply(Multiply(
> Transpose(x),P[1]),Q),x),Multiply(Multiply(Multiply(
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> Transpose(x),P[1]),H),mu)),Multiply(Multiply(Transpose(mu),R),mu))):
> # R mu + 1/2 (P_1 H)’ x + M’ lambda
> F4:=Add(Add(Multiply(R,mu),Multiply(Multiply(0.5,
> Transpose(Multiply(P[1],H))),x)),Multiply(Transpose(M),lambda)):
> # ||v||^2
> F5:=Norm(v,2)^2:
>
> # Create point function equations
> PFz:=Add(littlez,<Multiply(Multiply(Multiply(-1,Transpose(x)),Pmat),x)>):
> PFlambda:=Add(lambda,Multiply(Multiply(2,Pmat),x)):
>
> # Optional Display (see user input at top of code)
> if displayequations=yes then
> ’F1’=F1; ’F2’=F2; ’F3’=F3; ’F4’=F4; ’F5’=F5;
> ’PFz’=PFz; ’PFlambda’=PFlambda;
> fi;
>
> # Generate vector for Fortran code:
> FullFm:=<F1,F2,F3,F4,F5>:
> FullFv:=convert(FullFm,Vector):
> Fullpointfuncs:=convert(<PFz,PFlambda>,Vector):
>
> # Optional Display (see user input at top of code)
> if displayfortran=yes then
> if optimizefortran=yes then
> CodeGeneration[Fortran](FullFv, resultname="F",optimize=true);
> else
> CodeGeneration[Fortran](FullFv, resultname="F");
> fi;
> fi;
>
> " "; # insert a space between code outputs
>
> if displayfortran=yes then
> if optimizeFortran=yes then
> CodeGeneration[Fortran](Fullpointfuncs, resultname="Psi",optimize=true);
> else
> CodeGeneration[Fortran](Fullpointfuncs, resultname="Psi");
> fi;
> fi;
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
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SOCS code for Direct Optimization approach

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
driver1motor2new.f
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

PROGRAM driver1motor1

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z)

INTEGER NIW,MAXPHS,NW,MAXCS,MAXDP
PARAMETER (NIW =20050000,MAXPHS = 5,NW = 20005000,MAXCS=1000500)
PARAMETER (MAXDP = 1000)
INTEGER IW(NIW),IPCPH(MAXPHS+1),IPDPH(MAXPHS+1),NEEDED,IER
DOUBLE PRECISION W(NW),CSTAT(MAXCS),DPARM(MAXDP)

ccccccccccccccccccccc.....added Gettingvpf to include point functions

EXTERNAL setpoint1IN,dumyig,setpoint1DE,GETTINGvPF,DUMYPR
CALL hhsocs(’default’)
CALL hhsnlp(’sparse default’)

c write(*,*) ’running’

c---------------------------------------------------------------------
c Open an output file in next two commands.
c NOTE!!!!!!!! file must be old..that is, already exist!!!
c NOTE!!!!!!!! the iounit will be 55.
c---------------------------------------------------------------------

OPEN (55, FILE=’prog3.dat’, STATUS=’OLD’)
CALL HHSOCS(’ipuocp=55’)
CALL HHSOCS(’IPODE=20’)
CALL HHSOCS(’IPNLP=20’)
CALL HHSOCS(’ipgrd=20’)
CALL HHSNLP(’MAXNFE=5000000’)
CALL HHSOCS(’mxpcon=100’)
CALL HHSNLP(’NITMAX=500’)

c CALL HHSNLP(’KTOPTN=SMALL’)
c CALL HHSNLP(’tolpvt=.1’)

CALL HHSOCS(’MXSTAT=300’)
CALL HHSNLP(’IOFLAG=20’)

c CALL HHSNLP(’ALGOPT=FM’)
CALL HHSOCS(’MITODE=20’)
CALL HHSOCS(’ODETOL=1.D-7’)
CALL HHSOCS(’SPRTHS=SPARSE’)
CALL HHSOCS(’MTSWCH=3’)
CALL HHSOCS(’NSSWCH=1’)

C CALL HHSOCS(’ITSWCH=2’)
c CALL HHSNLP(’CONTOL=1.D-6’)
c CALL HHSNLP(’OdeTOL=1.D-4’)

CALL HHSOCS(’mxterm=200’)
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c------------------------------------------------------------
c
c Add a little debugging trace through the output
c
c------------------------------------------------------------

write(*,*) ’****************************************’
write(*,*) ’main prgram1’
write(*,*) ’****************************************’

c------------------------------------------------------------
c
c Call SOCS
c
c------------------------------------------------------------

CALL HDSOCS(setpoint1IN,dumyig,setpoint1DE,GETTINGvPF,DUMYPR,
+ IW,NIW,W,NW,MAXPHS,CSTAT,MAXCS,IPCPH,DPARM,MAXDP,
+ IPDPH,NEEDED,IER)

c-------------------------------------------------------
c SOCS is done.
c write any error codes.
c if you ran out of memory, needed will tell you by how much
c-----------------------------------------------------------------

write(*,*) ’****************************************’
write(*,*) ’main prgram2’
write(*,*) ’error code’, ier
write(*,*) ’needed’, needed
write(*,*) ’****************************************’

c------------------------------------------------------------
c
c Close the IOUNIT
c
c------------------------------------------------------------

close(55)

END
C***********************************************************
c END of main program.
c***********************************************************
c***********************************************************
c***********************************************************

SUBROUTINE setpoint1IN(IPHASE,NPHS,METHOD,NSTG,NCF,NPF,NPV,NAV,
+ NGRID,INIT,MAXMIN,MXPARM,P0,PLB,PUB,PLBL,
+ MXSTAT,Y0,Y1,YLB,YUB,STSKL,STLBL,MXPCON,CLB,
+ CUB,CLBL,MXTERM,COEF,ITERM,TITLE,IER)

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (a-h,o-z)
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INTEGER IPHASE,NPHS,METHOD,NSTG,NCF(3),NPF(2),NPV,NAV,NGRID,
+ INIT,MAXMIN,MXPARM,MXSTAT,MXPCON,MXTERM,ITERM(4,MXTERM),
+ IER,NTERM,NPATH

DOUBLE PRECISION P0(MXPARM),PLB(MXPARM),PUB(MXPARM),Y0(0:MXSTAT),
+ Y1(0:MXSTAT),YLB(-1:1,0:MXSTAT),YUB(-1:1,0:MXSTAT),
+ STSKL(0:MXSTAT+MXPARM,2),CLB(MXPCON),CUB(MXPCON),
+ COEF(MXTERM)

CHARACTER PLBL(MXPARM+2)*80,STLBL(0:MXSTAT)*80,
+ CLBL(0:MXPCON)*80,TITLE(3)*60

INTEGER z1,z2,mu1,lam1,lam2,bigz,v,numlams

write(*,*) ’****************************************’
write(*,*) ’initialization’
write(*,*) ’****************************************’

c-------------------------------------------------------
c Some constants to make the rest of the program
c more readable
c counting starts at 0 to make indexing easier.
c ex. to access the second component of
c the first lambda in an array,one
c uses ’lam1+2’as the index of the array.
c--------------------------------------------------------

z1=0
z2=2
lam1=4
lam2=6
bigz=8
mu1=9
v=14
write(*,*) ’z1=’, z1,’ z2=’, z2
write(*,*) ’lam1=’, lam1,’ lam2=’, lam2
write(*,*) ’bigz=’, bigz,’ mu1=’, mu1
write(*,*) ’ v=’, v

C Number of differential equations
NCF(1) = 9

c Number of algebraic equations
NCF(2)=5

c Number of quadrature equations
NCF(3)=1

c Number of algebraic variables
NAV = 6
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ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
c number of point functions
c npf(1) t=0 and npf(2) at t=tfinal

npf(1)=5
npf(2)=0

ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc

c Optimization flag -1..min 0..fease...1..max
maxmin=-1

c Number of parameters
npv=1

c Initial Grid size
NGRID=13

c type of initial guess
INIT = 1

c------------------------------------------------
c STATE LABELS: 1 label for each of the state variables
c change the labels matrix as neccesary
c--------------------------------------------------
c stlbl(0)=’time time’
c stlbl(1)=’z11 z11’
c stlbl(2)=’z12 z12’
c stlbl(3)=’z21 z21’
c stlbl(4)=’z22 z22’
c stlbl(5)=’lam11 lam11’
c stlbl(6)=’lam12 lam12’
c stlbl(7)=’lam21 lam21’
c stlbl(8)=’lam22 lam22’
c stlbl(9)=’bigz bigz’

c------------------------------------------------------------
C GUESS FOR INITIAL TIME
c Y0(0) is initial time. Y1(0) is final time
c The beginning and final times are fixed so we set the
c upper and lower bound to be the same as the times.
c------------------------------------------------------------

Y0(0) = 0
Y1(0) = 5
YLB(-1,0) = Y0(0)
YUB(-1,0) = Y0(0)
YLB(1,0) = Y1(0)
YUB(1,0) = Y1(0)

c------------------------------------------------------------
C DEFINE INITIAL GUESS FOR VARIABLES
c Recall ncf(1)=num states and nav=num alg vars
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c
c------------------------------------------------------------

DO 150 I=1, ncf(1)+nav
Y0(I) =0
Y1(I) =10

150 CONTINUE

c------------------------------------------------------------
C DEFINE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
c Recall ncf(1)=num states and nav=num alg vars
c Lamda(0)=0 and Lamda(finaltime)=0
c Remember lamda is a vector. Initial and final time of
c each element must be set to 0. We get = 0
c by bounding above and below.
c------------------------------------------------------------
c note we use the constant we defined as z2 since it reprensents
c the number of elements in a state variable.
c
c-----calculate the number of lamdas

numlams=lam2-lam1

DO 152 I=1,numlams

c YLB( -1,lam1+i)= 0
c YUB( -1,lam1+i)= 0

c YLB( -1,lam2+i)= 0
c YUB( -1,lam2+i)= 0
ccccc the above are commented because we are using a point function
ccccc to define the initial conditions

YLB( 1,lam1+i)= 0
YUB( 1,lam1+i)= 0

YLB( 1,lam2+i)= 0
YUB( 1,lam2+i)= 0

152 CONTINUE

c------------------------------------------------------------
C DEFINE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
c Z(0)=0 and Z(tfinal)>=1
c Remember lamda is a vector. Initial and final time of
c each element must be set to 0. We get = 0
c by bounding above and below.
c------------------------------------------------------------

c-----Z(0) =0
c YLB( -1,bigz+1)= 0
c YUB( -1,bigz+1)= 0

c-----Z(tfinal)>=1
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YLB(1,bigz+1)= 1

c------------------------------------------------------------
C SET CONDITIONS ON PARAMETER (beta)
c .01<=beta<=.99
c Intial guess of .5
c------------------------------------------------------------

p0(1)=.5

c-------.01<=beta<=.99

PLB(1)= .01
PUB(1)= .99
plbL(1)=’BETA BETA’

c-----now comes the hard part
c*******************************************************
c*******************************************************
c*******************************************************
c------------------------------------------------------------
C------- Describes inequality or algebraic constraint
c------- these constraints are described in F
c------- We set our algebraic equations to 0
c------------------------------------------------------------

C defined an a loop

NTERM=0
NPATH=0

c--------define the terms that are the path constraints

DO 800 I=1,ncf(2)
NPATH = npath+1
nterm=nterm+1

c-----calculate second point function
c-----define what quantity term j belongs to

ITERM(1,NTERM) = npath

c-----define which phase term j is computed in

ITERM(2,NTERM) = 1

c-----define where in the phase the term is computed
c----- t0=-1, during=0, tfinal=1

ITERM(3,NTERM) = 0

c-----define which constraint this will be used in

ITERM(4,NTERM) = -i
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CLB(i)=0
cub(i)=0
COEF(NTERM) = 1.

800 CONTINUE

cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
c------------------------------------------------------------
C------- Describes point function constraints
c------- these constraints are described in gettingpf
c------- We set our point functions to 0 at t=0
c------------------------------------------------------------
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc

DO 801 I=1,npf(1)
NPATH = npath+1

nterm=nterm+1

c---this is evaluated in a point function
c-----define what quantity term j belongs to

ITERM(1,NTERM) = npath

c-----define which phase term j is computed in

ITERM(2,NTERM) = 1

c-----define where in the phase the term is computed
c----- t0=-1, during=0, tfinal=1

ITERM(3,NTERM) = -1

c------define which function this is
c------since

ITERM(4,NTERM) = -i
CLB(npath)=0
cub(npath)=0

COEF(NTERM) = 1.
801 continue

C*****************************************************
C*****************************************************
C*****************************************************
C*****************************************************
C Describes objective quadrature function

NCF(3) = 1
NTERM = NTERM + 1
NPATH = NPATH+1
ITERM(1,NTERM) = 0
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ITERM(2,NTERM) = 1
ITERM(3,NTERM) = 0
ITERM(4,NTERM) = -(ncf(2)+1)
COEF(NTERM) = 1.

RETURN
END

c---------------------------------------------------------
SUBROUTINE setpoint1DE(IPHASE,T,Z,NZ,P,NP,F,NF,IFERR)

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (a-h,o-z)

INTEGER IPHASE,NZ,NP,NF,IFERR

DOUBLE PRECISION T,Z(NZ),P(NP),F(NF)

c INSERT NECESSARY CONDITIONS FROM MAPLE:

F(1) = 0.10000000D1 * Z(2) - 0.10000000D1 * Z(11)
F(2) = -0.50000000D1 * Z(1) - 0.20000000D1 * Z(2) + 0.10000000D1 *
# Z(15) + 0.10000000D1 * Z(10)
F(3) = 0.10000000D1 * Z(4) - 0.10000000D1 * Z(14)
F(4) = -0.20000000D0 * Z(3) - 0.80000000D-1 * Z(4) + 0.10000000D1
#* Z(15) + 0.10000000D1 * Z(13)
F(5) = 0.5D1 * Z(6)
F(6) = -0.20000000D1 * P(1) * Z(2) + 0.20000000D1 * P(1) * Z(4) -
#0.200000000D1 * P(1) * Z(12) - 0.1D1 * Z(5) + 0.2D1 * Z(6)
F(7) = 0.200000000000000010D0 * Z(8)
F(8) = 0.20000000D1 * P(1) * Z(2) - 0.20000000D1 * P(1) * Z(4) + 0
#.200000000D1 * P(1) * Z(12) - 0.1D1 * Z(7) + 0.800000000000000018D
#-1 * Z(8)
F(9) = 0.5D0 * Z(2) * (0.20000000D1 * P(1) * Z(2) - 0.20000000D1 *
# P(1) * Z(4)) + 0.5D0 * Z(4) * (-0.20000000D1 * P(1) * Z(2) + 0.20
#000000D1 * P(1) * Z(4)) + 0.5D0 * Z(12) * (0.40000000D1 * P(1) * Z
#(2) - 0.40000000D1 * P(1) * Z(4)) + 0.100000000D1 * Z(10) ** 2 * P
#(1) + 0.100000000D1 * Z(11) ** 2 * P(1) + 0.10D1 * Z(12) ** 2 + 0.
#5D0 * Z(13) ** 2 * (0.20000000D1 - 0.20000000D1 * P(1)) + 0.5D0 *
#Z(14) ** 2 * (0.20000000D1 - 0.20000000D1 * P(1))
F(10) = 0.20000000D1 * Z(10) * P(1) + 0.10000000D1 * Z(6)
F(11) = 0.20000000D1 * Z(11) * P(1) - 0.10000000D1 * Z(5)
F(12) = 0.2D1 * Z(12) + 0.200000000D1 * P(1) * Z(2) - 0.200000000D
#1 * P(1) * Z(4)
F(13) = Z(13) * (0.20000000D1 - 0.20000000D1 * P(1)) + 0.10000000D
#1 * Z(8)
F(14) = Z(14) * (0.20000000D1 - 0.20000000D1 * P(1)) - 0.10000000D
#1 * Z(7)
F(15) = abs(Z(15)) ** 2

RETURN
END

cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
SUBROUTINE GETTINGvPF(IPHASE,IPHEND,T,Z,NZ,P,NP,PSI,NPSI,IFERR)
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INTEGER IPHASE,IPHEND,NZ,NP,NPSI,IFERR
DOUBLE PRECISION T,Z(NZ),P(NP),PSI(NPSI)

c DOUBLE PRECISION (((((put variable name here))))

if (iphend.eq.-1) then

c INSERT FROM MAPLE:

Psi(1) = Z(9) - 0.10000000D1 * Z(1) ** 2 * P(1) - 0.10000000D1 * Z
#(2) ** 2 * P(1) - Z(3) ** 2 * (0.10000000D1 - 0.10000000D1 * P(1))
# - Z(4) ** 2 * (0.10000000D1 - 0.10000000D1 * P(1))
Psi(2) = Z(5) + 0.20000000D1 * P(1) * Z(1)
Psi(3) = Z(6) + 0.20000000D1 * P(1) * Z(2)
Psi(4) = Z(7) + (0.20000000D1 - 0.20000000D1 * P(1)) * Z(3)
Psi(5) = Z(8) + (0.20000000D1 - 0.20000000D1 * P(1)) * Z(4)

endif
end

cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Scilab code for Constrained Control approach

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
constrained_control_algorithm.sce
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Constrained Control Algorithm //
// //
// This code is used to solve multi-model identification and failure //
// detection in the presence of model uncertainty and bounded energy //
// noise over finite time intervals. The basic layout follows a paper //
// written by D. Choe, S. L. Campbell, and R. Nikoukhah entitled //
// "Auxiliary Signal Design for Robust Failure Detection: A Case Study," //
// which follows an algorithm presented in the book "Auxiliary Signal //
// Design for Failure Detection," by Campbell and Nikoukhah. //
// //
// Note: Comments in the code about page numbers and equation numbers //
// correspond to the paper above. To follow the code, begin in the //
// "MAIN CODE" section and use functions at the top of the file when //
// needed. //
// //
// Code modified and created by Benjamin Hannas on June 14, 2005. //
// (Note: I have tried to leave all of the user inputs at the top of //
// the MAIN CODE section for convenience.) //
// //
// (The code is a rewrite of code received from Dr. Campbell, NCSU) //
// //
// Latest Revision: 07/18/2005 01:56pm BLH //
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

/////////////////////
// BEGIN FUNCTIONS //
/////////////////////

// Define matrices from between equations 4 and 5
function [M,A,B,N,D,C] = reformprob(ny,nnu0,nnu1,nz0,nz1,nx0,nx1, ...

E0,E1,M0,M1,A0,A1,B0,B1,N0,N1, ...
D0,D1,C0,C1)

// Find F0 and F1
E0 = [zeros(nz0,ny);E0];
E1 = [zeros(nz1,ny);E1];
Fp = kernel([E0;E1]’)’; // perp([E0;E1]), see page 88 of book
F0 = Fp(:,1:nz0+ny); // left part of Fp
F1 = Fp(:,nz0+ny+1:$); // right part of Fp
// Find M
M0 = [M0,zeros(nx0,nz0)];
M1 = [M1,zeros(nx1,nz1)];
M = sysdiag(M0,M1);
// Find A
A = sysdiag(A0,A1);
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// Find B
B = [B0;B1];
// Find N
N0 = [zeros(nz0,nnu0),-eye(nz0,nz0);N0,zeros(ny,nz0)];
N1 = [zeros(nz1,nnu1),-eye(nz1,nz1);N1,zeros(ny,nz1)];
N = [F0*N0,F1*N1];
// Find D
D0 = [H0;D0];
D1 = [H1;D1];
D = F0*D0+F1*D1;
// Find C
C0 = [G0;C0];
C1 = [G1;C1];
C = [F0*C0,F1*C1];

endfunction

// Find lambda_beta in equation 7
function lambeta = lbcalc(betaa,lmax,lmin,tf,nb, ...

P0inv,P1inv,J0,J1,U,W,A,F, ...
M,B,G,C,N,D, ...
nx,nf,nv,nnu0,nnu1,nz0,nz1,ny)

printf("\n Computing lambda for beta = %f",betaa);
lam = lmax; // begin with maximum lambda
// Find V0, VT, and Omegabar from between eqns 9 and 10 (for lmax)
[Omegabar,V0,VT] = tpbvpmatrices(nx,nf,nv,nnu0,nnu1,nz0,nz1,ny, ...

P0inv,P1inv,J0,J1,U,W,A,F,M,B,G,C,N,D,lam,betaa);
// PAGE 3 (and last line of page 2)
// Solve two-point boundary value problem for maximum lambda
tval = tpbvp(Omegabar,V0,VT,tf,nb);
// Check output of two-point boundary value problem
if tval<tf then
lam=0; // if we’re short, use lam=0 and show on screen
printf(’\n\n Caution: Defining lambda = 0 in lbcalc function.\n\n’);
return;

end;
// Set up code to squeeze out the best lambda (come from above and below)
currentlmax = lmax;
currentlmin = lmin;
while currentlmax-currentlmin>prec*currentlmin
lam = (currentlmax+currentlmin)/2; // define lambda to be tested
// Define matrices from between eqns 9 and 10 for current lambda
[Omegabar,V0,VT] = tpbvpmatrices(nx,nf,nv,nnu0,nnu1,nz0,nz1,ny, ...

P0inv,P1inv,J0,J1,U,W,A,F,M,B,G,C,N,D,lam,betaa);
// Solve two-point boundary value problem for current lambda
tval = tpbvp(Omegabar,V0,VT,tf,nb);
// Check output of two-point boundary value problem
if tval<tf then
currentlmin = lam; // came up short, increase lmin

else
currentlmax = lam; // went long, decrease lmax

end;
end;
// Define best lambda from loop above for given beta
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lambeta = currentlmin;
endfunction

// Define matrices from between equations 9 and 10
function [Omegabar,V0,VT,Bbar,Cbar,Dbar,Gamm,Sbar,Rbar] = ...

tpbvpmatrices(nx,nf,nv,nnu0,nnu1,nz0,nz1,ny, ...
P0inv,P1inv,J0,J1,U,W,A,F,M,B,G,C,N,D,lam,betaa)

// Calculate inv(P_beta) and J_beta from just before equation 5
Pbinv = sysdiag(betaa*P0inv,(1-betaa)*P1inv);
Jb = sysdiag(betaa*J0,(1-betaa)*J1);
// Calculate script Q from between equations 8 and 9
ScriptQ = sysdiag(zeros(nx,nx),lam*U);
// Calculate matrices from between equations 9 and 10

//*************************************************************************
// new code:
V0 = [eye(nx,nx),zeros(nx,nf),-inv(Pbinv),zeros(nx,nf);

zeros(nf,nx),eye(nf,nf),zeros(nf,nx+nf);
zeros(nx+nf,2*nx+2*nf)];

// old code (Pbinv and eye are switched):
// V0 = [inv(Pbinv),zeros(nx,nf),-eye(nx,nx),zeros(nx,nf);
// zeros(nf,nx),eye(nf,nf),zeros(nf,nx+nf);
// zeros(nx+nf,2*nx+2*nf)];
//*************************************************************************
VT = [zeros(nx+nf,2*nx+2*nf);

zeros(nx,nx+nf),eye(nx,nx),zeros(nx,nf);
zeros(nf,nx),-lam*W,zeros(nf,nx),eye(nf,nf)];

Gamm = sysdiag(Jb,-lam*eye(nv,nv));
Abar = sysdiag(A,F);
Bbar = [M,B;zeros(nf,nnu0+nnu1+nz0+nz1),G];
Cbar = [C,zeros(ny+nz1+nz0,nf)];
Dbar = [N,D];
QSR = [Bbar;Dbar]*inv(Gamm)*[Bbar;Dbar]’;
Qbar = QSR(1:nx+nf,1:nx+nf);
Sbar = QSR(1:nx+nf,nx+nf+1:$);
Rbar = QSR(nx+nf+1:$,nx+nf+1:$);
Omegabardiag = Abar-Sbar*inv(Rbar)*Cbar;
Omegabar12 = Qbar-Sbar*inv(Rbar)*Sbar’;
Omegabar21 = Cbar’*inv(Rbar)*Cbar+ScriptQ;
Omegabar = [Omegabardiag,Omegabar12;Omegabar21,-Omegabardiag’];

endfunction

// Solve two-point boundary value problem
function [timeval,muxi] = tpbvp(H,V0,VT,timeval,nb)
if argn(1)>1 then timeval=timeval+2; end;
// Set up equation 13
// Find similarity (S) to convert H to block diag
[A,Sinv,blocksizes] = bdiag(H);
j = 1; // set up a counter
evalvec = []; // initialize vector for eigenvalues
for i = blocksizes’
// Create a vector with all the eigenvalues
evalvec = [evalvec,min(real(spec(A(j:j+i-1,j:j+i-1))))*ones(1,i)];
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j = j+i; // add to counter
end;
n = size(A,2); // number of columns in A
// Sort eigenvalues and keep track of permutations (I)
[sorteval,I] = gsort(evalvec);
sortA = A(I,I); // sort cols and rows of A based on e-vals
sortS = Sinv(1:n,I); // define inv(S) in Psi(s) equation
h = max(find(~(sorteval<0))); // find last position with pos/0 e-val
Ab = sortA(1:h,1:h); // define backwards A
Af = sortA(h+1:$,h+1:$); // define forwards A
// Define initial conditions in equation 14
IAb = eye(Ab); // identity the size of Ab
IAf = eye(Af); // identity the size of Af
// Define matrices to be used in ode solver below
V0Sinv = V0*sortS; // V0*Sinv
VTSinv = VT*sortS; // VT*Sinv
// Find where equation 15 surface is crossed
// (Psi is the solution, rd(1) is the stopping time)
[Psi,rd] = ode(’root’,[IAb(:);IAf(:)],0,timeval,PsiSystem,1,DetPsi);
// Redefine final time if stop time found
if rd<>[] then timeval = rd(1); end;
// If two outputs are needed, find muxi and time vector
if argn(1)>1 then
Psib = matrix(Psi(1:h^2),h,h); // solution for backwards system
Psif = matrix(Psi(h^2+1:$),n-h,n-h); // solution for forwards system
// Compute vector in the nullspace of the matrix before equation 16

//*************************************************************************
// new code: (doesn’t work)
// nullvec = kernel([sysdiag(-Psif,eye(Ab)),sysdiag(eye(Af),-Psib); ...
// V0Sinv,VTSinv]);
// old code (Psif and eye switched, Psib and eye switched):

nullvec = kernel([sysdiag(eye(Ab),-Psif),sysdiag(-Psib,eye(Af)); ...
V0Sinv,VTSinv]);

//*************************************************************************
// Solve system in equation 16
TT = linspace(0,timeval,nb); // create time vector
xbT = nullvec(n+1:n+h); // IC for backward solution
xf0 = nullvec(h+1:n); // IC for forward solution
Xb = ode(xbT,timeval,TT($:-1:1),sysb); // integrate backward
Xf = ode(xf0,0,TT,sysf); // integrate forward
// Equation 17

//*************************************************************************
// new code: (doesn’t work)
// muxi = sortS*[Xf(:,$:-1:1);Xb]; // solution of boundary value problem
// old code:

muxi = sortS*[Xb(:,$:-1:1);Xf]; // solution of boundary value problem
//*************************************************************************

timeval = TT;
end;

endfunction

// Equation 14
function PsiMatrix = PsiSystem(t,Psi) // h,n,Ab,Af
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Psib = matrix(Psi(1:h^2),h,h);
Psif = matrix(Psi(h^2+1:$),n-h,n-h);
AbPsib = -Ab*Psib;
AfPsif = Af*Psif;
PsiMatrix = [AbPsib(:);AfPsif(:)];

endfunction

// Equation 15
function r = DetPsi(t,Psi) // h,n,Ab,Af,V0Sinv,VTSinv
Psib=matrix(Psi(1:h^2),h,h);
Psif=matrix(Psi(h^2+1:$),n-h,n-h);

//*************************************************************************
// new code: (doesn’t work)
// r=det([sysdiag(-Psif,eye(Ab)),sysdiag(eye(Af),-Psib);V0Sinv,VTSinv]);
// old code:
r=det([sysdiag(eye(Ab),-Psif),sysdiag(-Psib,eye(Af));V0Sinv,VTSinv]);

//*************************************************************************
endfunction

// Equation 14a
function xd = sysf(t,x) // Af
xd = Af*x;

endfunction

// Equation 14b
function xd = sysb(t,x) // Ab
xd = Ab*x;

endfunction

// Equation 3
function cost = delta(nf,nv,nx,t0,tf,tspan,tau,muxi,nuv,U,W,F,G)
xi0 = zeros(1+nf,1); // initial condition for xi
// Calculate integral part of cost
cstint = ode(xi0,t0,tspan,list(fV,v));
// Add z component of cost integral to boundary condition part of cost
cost = muxi(nx+1:nx+nf,$)’*W*muxi(nx+1:nx+nf,$)+cstint(1,$);

endfunction

// ??????????
function vt = v(t) // tau,tf,TT,nuv,nv
// ?????????????????????????????????????????????????
i_cur = int(t/tau)+1;
if t<tf-tau then
vt = (1-t+tspan(i_cur))*nuv($-nv+1:$,i_cur)+ ...

(t-tspan(i_cur))*nuv($-nv+1:$,i_cur+1);
else vt=nuv($-nv+1:$,$); end;

// ?????????????????????????????????????????????????
endfunction
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// Equation 3b and 3a integral
function Vdot = fV(t,X,v) // nf,U,F,G
// Define variables
z = X(1,1);
xi = X(2:1+nf,1);
// Set up integrand in equation 3a
zdot = v(t)’*v(t)+xi’*U*xi;
// Set up equation 3b
xidot = F*xi+G*v(t);
// Combine systems
Vdot = [zdot;xidot];

endfunction

///////////////////
// END FUNCTIONS //
///////////////////

/////////////////////
// BEGIN MAIN CODE //
/////////////////////

// Disable vertical paging
lines(0)

// PAGE 1

// Define matrices in equation 1
// Hannas parameters: (okay to remove when defining your system)

Rg = 2.0; // resistance, in Ohms, of the "good" model
Rf = 3.0; // resistance, in Ohms, of the failed model
Li = 0.5; // electric inductance, in Henrys
Km = 0.015; // torque constant, in N.m/A
Kb = 0.015; // electromotive force constant, in V.s/rad
Kf0 = 0.2; // damping ratio of mechanical system, in N.m.s - "good"
Kf1 = 0.3; // damping ratio of mechanical system, in N.m.s - failed
Jm = 0.02; // moment of inertia of the rotor, in kg.m^2/s^2

// End Hannas parameters
// Equation 1a
A0 = [-Rg/Li -Kb/Li; Km/Jm -Kf0/Jm]; // no failures
A1 = [-Rf/Li -Kb/Li; Km/Jm -Kf1/Jm]; // both failures
B0 = [1/Li; 0];
B1 = B0;
M0 = [1,0,0;0,1,0];
M1 = M0;
// Equation 1b
E0 = [1];
E1 = E0;
C0 = [0 1];
C1 = C0;
D0 = zeros(C0*B0);
D1 = D0;
N0 = [0,0,1];
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N1 = N0;

// Calculate sizes of vectors in equation 1
nx0 = size(A0,2); // x0
nx1 = size(A1,2); // x1
nv = size(B0,2); // v
nnu0 = size(M0,2); // nu0
nnu1 = size(M1,2); // nu1
ny = size(C0,1); // y
nx = nx0+nx1; // x

// Define the test period, [t0 tf]
t0 = 0.0;
tf = 5.0;

// Define matrices in equation 2
P0inv = eye(A0);
P1inv = P0inv;
// Define uncertainty (J_W = 1 for model uncertainty, J_W = -1 additive)
J_W = -1;
// Calculate J0 and J1
J0 = sysdiag(eye(nnu0,nnu0),-J_W*eye(2,2));
J1 = sysdiag(eye(nnu1,nnu1),-J_W*eye(2,2));

// PAGE 2

// Define matrices in equation 3
W = [0,0;0,0];
U = [0,0;0,0];
F = [0,0;0,0];
G = [0;0];

// (Quick digression to defining model uncertainty parameters)
// Define parameters used for model uncertainty (see end of paper)
G0 = zeros(2,2);
G1 = G0;
H0 = zeros(2,1);
H1 = H0;
// Define weights on ICs of cost function (model uncertainty)
W_G = 0;
W_H = 0;

// Calculate sizes of remaining vectors
nz0 = size(G0,1); // z0
nz1 = size(G1,1); // z1
nf = nx0; // xi

// Option to calculate suboptimal:
// Define opt = 1 for optimal signal, opt = 2 for suboptimal
opt = 1;

// Option to force the signal to start positive
// Define startpos = 1 to start positive, startpos = 0 otherwise
startpos = 1;
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// Plot display options, use 1 to display, 0 to not display
DisplayLambda_Beta = 1;
DisplayInputSignals = 1;
DisplayScaledInputs = 0;

// Do you want to know if the signal oscillates across axis? 1=yes, 0=no
DoesGraphOscillate = 0;

// Do you want to know the max and min values of the signal? 1=yes, 0=no
DisplayMaxMin = 1;

// Do you want to display the time interval, beta, lambda, and cost?
DisplayFinalResults = 1;

// Miscellaneous inputs to be used later in code
n = 49; // number of intermediate grid points for beta
nb = 100; // number of grid points for tpbvp
prec = 0.01; // precision in lambda_beta function
lmin = 0.00001; // minimum lambda to try
lmax = 100; // maximum lambda to try
grid = 101; // number of grid points in finding optimal signals

// Initialize result
Final_Results = [];

// Begin Algorithm (end inputs)

// Calculate matrices defined between equations 4 and 5
[M,A,B,N,D,C] = reformprob(ny,nnu0,nnu1,nz0,nz1,nx0,nx1, ...

E0,E1,M0,M1,A0,A1,B0,B1,N0,N1,D0,D1,C0,C1);

// Set up grid for beta
d = 1/n; // size of grid intervals
a = d/5; // epsilon (close to zero) = interval start
b = 1-d/5; // one minus epsilon (close to one) = interval end
bb = linspace(a,b,n); // calculate vector of beta grid points
t_sta = a-d/5; // just outside beta interval (less)
t_end = b+d/5; // just outside beta interval (greater)

// Compute lambda_beta (equation 7) for all betas
if opt == 1 then
lb = []; // initialize lambda_beta vector
for betaa=bb

// PAGE 3 (and last line of page 2) (see lbcalc function)
lb = [lb,lbcalc(betaa,lmax,lmin,tf,nb,P0inv,P1inv,J0,J1,U,W,A,F, ...

M,B,G,C,N,D,nx,nf,nv,nnu0,nnu1,nz0,nz1,ny)];
end;
[lam,i] = max(lb); // find largest lambda
betaa = bb(i); // find corresponding beta

// Plot the lambda_beta function
if DisplayLambda_Beta == 1 then
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xset(’window’,0);
xtitle(’’,’beta’,’lambda’);
a=gca();
a.thickness=2;
a.line_style=0;
plot2d(bb,lb,1);

end;
else
betaa = bb(25);
lam = lbcalc(betaa,lmax,lmin,tf,nb,P0inv,P1inv,J0,J1,U,W,A,F, ...

M,B,G,C,N,D,nx,nf,nv,nnu0,nnu1,nz0,nz1,ny);
end;

// Find optimal signals
// Begin by solving tpbvp for optimal lambda and beta
[Omegabar,V0,VT,Bbar,Cbar,Dbar,Gamm,Sbar,Rbar] = ...

tpbvpmatrices(nx,nf,nv,nnu0,nnu1,nz0,nz1,ny,P0inv,P1inv, ...
J0,J1,U,W,A,F,M,B,G,C,N,D,lam,betaa);

[times,muxi] = tpbvp(Omegabar,V0,VT,tf,nb);
// Calculate equation 10
nuvwithoutalpha = ...

-inv(Gamm)*[Dbar’*inv(Rbar)*Cbar,Dbar’*inv(Rbar)*Sbar’-Bbar’]*muxi;

// Calculate alpha
//*************************************************************************
// new code: (from Campbell’s code)
// use statement from after equation 17
//vwithoutalpha = nuvwithoutalpha($-nv+1:$,:);
//normvwithoutalpha = norm(vwithoutalpha,2);
//alpha = 1/(normvwithoutalpha*sqrt(lam));
//nuv = alpha*nuvwithoutalpha; // update nuv to obtain equation 10

// old code:
tvalsoptsig = linspace(t0,tf,grid);
tau = (tf-t0)/(grid-1); // create uniform time interval
cost = delta(nf,nv,nx,t0,tf,tvalsoptsig,tau,muxi,nuvwithoutalpha, ...

U,W,F,G);
alpha = 1/(sqrt(cost*lam));
nuv = alpha*nuvwithoutalpha;

//*************************************************************************

// Calculate cost from equation 3
tau = (tf-t0)/(grid-1); // create uniform time interval
tvalsoptsig = linspace(t0,tf,grid); // create a time grid
cost = delta(nf,nv,nx,t0,tf,tvalsoptsig,tau,muxi,nuv,U,W,F,G);

if DisplayInputSignals == 1 then
for i=1:nv
// If desired (see inputs), create graphs that always starts positive
if startpos == 1 then
if nuv($-i+1,1)<0 then
plotnuv = -nuv;

else
plotnuv = nuv;
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end;
else
plotnuv = nuv;

end;
// Plot each of the input signals, v, separately
xset(’window’,i);
signalnum = cellstr(["input signal ",string(i)]);
xtitle(’’,’time’,’signal strength’);
a = gca();
a.thickness = 2;
if opt == 1 then
a.line_style = 0;
lgnd = string(signalnum);

else
a.line_style = 5;

end;
plot2d(times’,plotnuv($-i+1,:)’,leg=lgnd);

end;
end;
pause
if DisplayScaledInputs == 1 then
for j=nv+1:2*nv
// Plot each of the scaled input signals, v
xset(’window’,j);
signalnum = cellstr(["scaled input signal ",string(j-nv)]);
xtitle(’’,’time’,’relative signal strength’);
a = gca();
a.thickness = 2;
if opt == 1 then
a.line_style = 0;
lgnd = string(signalnum);

else
a.line_style = 5;

end;
plot2d(times’,nuv($-(j-nv)+1,:)/nuv($-(j-nv)+1,1)’,leg=lgnd);

end;
end;

// Note: Did not include mu or xi graphs as in original code.
// Also, do we need to look at the scaled code?

// Final Outputs:

// Check to see if signal is switching signs
if DoesGraphOscillate == 1 then
if and([min(nuv($-nv+1,:))<-0.0001,max(nuv($-nv+1,:))>0.0001]) then
printf("\n Warning: input signal switches signs. \n\n");

end;
end;

// Check maximum/minimum input signal to check physical relevance
if DisplayMaxMin == 1 then
printf("\n\n min v = %f",min(nuv($-nv+1,:)));
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printf("\n max v = %f\n\n",max(nuv($-nv+1,:)));
end;

result_str=msprintf( ...
"time=[%1.2f, %1.2f], beta=%1.4f, lambda=%1.4f, cost=%1.4f" ...
,t0,times($),betaa,lam,cost);

Final_Results=[Final_Results;result_str];
// Print result to screen:
if DisplayFinalResults == 1 then
Final_Results

end;

///////////////////
// END MAIN CODE //
///////////////////
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
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